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Abstract

Thc study addrcsscs design, construction, economic and performancc aspccts of a 4.25m

high anchorcd carth retaining wall intended to demarcate property line of thc 16- storied

corporate office building of the ACME Laboratories Limited at Kalyanpur, Dhaka.

The subsoil of the site typically consists of soft silty clay deposit upto a depth of 7.0m,

which poses difficulty for design and construction of an economical foundation system for

any type of retaining wall. As an alternative to the anchored earth wall, other types of

retaining walls such as conventional R.C cantilever wall, geotextile reinforced walls and

metal strip reinforced walls were considered for design. A comparative cost study of these

walls along with their relative ease and speed of construction were also examined. The

standard schedule of rates (2003) of Public Works Departments (PWD) was used as the

basis of cost analysis.

It is found that anchored earth wall and geotextile reinforced walls are more economical

compared to R.C. cantilever wall and metal strip walls. Although geotextile reinforced

walls system is found to be more economical than that of anchored earth wall, the

component materials of gcotextile reinforced walls are not always easily available in the

local market. On the contrary, component materials of anchored earth wall system are

easily available in the local market. Besides, it can be implemented using locally available

labour and equipment. Hence this type of wall was selected for implementation at thc

projcct site.

After selection, the anchored earth wall was constructed in down to top sequence. First,

the site was cleaned and leveled and then geotextile mattresses were placed. Footing pad

was then placed on the top of geotextile mattresses to keep the facing block vertically

aligned. Then layer-by-layer sand, reinforcement and anchor blocks were placed

accordingly to complete the AE wall construction upto 4.25 m height.

A post construction performance study was made in the form of observing the deflection

of facing units of thc retaining system. Both dry and wet seasons were considered in the

study as the backfill materials are always prone to washing out during rains and also the

water may cause excessive pressure on the retaining system in case of development of

poor drainage of backfill. During recording of horizontal displacement data of the wall,

some particular points in the outer side column of the main building were chosen as
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reference. The displacements were measured at a regular interval of time over a period of

twelve months. From the measured data, it was found that 25 mm displacement occurred

at the top of the wall after 4 months. No displacement occurred afterwards.

The study reveals that the anchored earth wall is more economical compared to the other

soil retaining systems considered. The system may also be characterized by added

advantages of availability of component materials in the local market coupled with its

ease and speed of construction.



1.1 GENERAL

• ••Chapter One

INTRODUCTION

There arc various types of soil retaining systems concerning engineering structures.

They are basically of two types; externally stabilized wall and internally stabilized

wall. Externally stabilized system USeS an external structural wall, against which

stabilizing forces arc mobilized. Conventional verticals walls arc the examples of this

type of retaining system. On the other hand internally stabilized wall system is a wall

whcre reinforcements are installed within and extending beyond the potential failure

mass. Within this system, shear transfer to mobilize the tensile capacity of closely

spaced reinforcing elcments removed the need for a structural wall and substituted a

composite system of reinforcing elements and soil as the primary structural entity.

Here facing is required to prevent local raveling and deterioration rather than to

provide primary structural support. The reinforced soil walls may be with or without

anchors.

Thc reinforced soil walls usc a different mechanism of support and load transfer to the

soil. In reinforced soil wall, horizontally layered elements such as metallic strips or

polymeric grids, soil nailing, metallic bars or dowels arc installed during construction.

The key aspects of this system are its incremental form of construction. During layer-

by-layer construction of such a wall, the backfill materials must be well compacted.

Reinforcing clement is enhanced with anchor blocks at one end and other ends are

connected to the facing units. The soil mass in this system is partitioned so that each

partition receives a support from a locally inserted reinforcing element. This process

is the opposite to what occurs in a conventional backfill wall where pressures are

integrated to produce an overall force resisted by the structure. The overall earth

pressure in a reinforced soil system is characterized by. multiple layers of

reinforcements.



1.2 BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

In Bangladesh soil retaining wall generally means conventional retaining wall, which

is gravity type, R.C cantilever type and R.C eounterfort type. The Gravity type

retaining wall is economical up to a limited height of 4 m-5 m (Cemica, 1994). RC

cantilever and RC counterfort type retaining walls can be implemented for a larger

height, however it becomes very expensive for a height more than 8.0 m (Das, 1992,

Cernica, 1994). In such cases, Reinforced earth wall might be an economical solution

if local materials can be used for construction. Alternatively, the internally stabilized

wall systems such as geotextile reinforced wall, or anchored earth wall may be

considered to be more economical (Khan, 2004). As these retaining systems are new

to practicing engineers in Bangladesh, it is necessary to show that these internally

stabilized retaining walls are better than conventional type retaining walls considering

cost of construction, duration of construction and ease of construction. Among these

types geotextilc reinforced walls and anchored earth wall are cheaper and easier to

construct. Although some gcotextile products arc manufactured locally, geotextilc

fibers arc imported from abroad to produce geotextile. On the other hand, all

components of anchored earth wall either arc available in local market or can be made

on site. As such, anchored earth wall can be a very good choice among many

retaining wall systems.

Anchored earth wall is not a new retaining wall system in the Civil Engineering

structures. However, very few studies have been done on this topic in Bangladesh. A

parametric study of anchored earth wall has been done by Alam (Alam, 2002) using

FEM. (Alam, 2002) showed that anchored earth wall can be constructed even using

locally available cohesive soil as backfill. In his research, foundation soil was

assumed a stiff soil. However, in Bangladesh, these are common foundation soil.

Therefore it is worth trying to show the economic benefits of this type of retaining

wall by doing analysis, comparative study and finally constructing on the real site

where foundation soil is soft deposit. In the proposed study, a BRTC consultation

project site of Department of Civil Engineering, BUET, at Kalyanpur was selected as

a typical retaining site where foundation soil was soft deposit. A 4.25m high vertically

faced retaining wall was analyzed and designed for different types of wall system and

cost of different wall systems was compared. Anchored earth wall was constructed

and latera! deformation of the wall was measured to evaluate the post construction

2



performance. Lateral deformation monitored by measuring horizontal movement of

wall.

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The main objectives of the present study are as follows:

I) To review the analysis procedure of different types of retaining walls.

2) To perform analysis and design of different types of soil retaining structures for a

specific site condition.

3) To perform economic analysis of the wall systems considered in the design.

4) To study the post construction performance of the wall.

5) To estimate the economic benefit that is likely to be obtained from the anchored

earth wall system.

1.4 LAYOUT OF THE THESIS

The thesis is arranged into six chapters and one appcndix. Chapter one contains

Introduction, background and objective of the study. In Chapter two, general reviews

of different types of earth retaining system are described briefly. Also a short

description about anchored earth wall is included, where different types of materials

for construction of a retaining wall are described briefly. Design methodology is also

described at the end of this chapter where mechanism is also presented in a diagram.

Chapter three is mainly the analysis and design of retaining wall system for ACME

Laboratories Ltd. at Kalyanpur. For completing the design work, other works like

collection of soil investigation data, selection of foundation type is described. Design

basis for different types of retaining wall is described briefly. A cost comparison of

different types of retaining wall is also described here to justify the selection of a

particular type of retaining wall. In this chapter foundation design for retaining wall

and also for keeping backfill is also described. Here pile and pile cap design is carried

out in different ways. Design procedure of precast piles is also described here.

Chapter four is mainly the construction aspects of anchor earth retaining wall of the

ACME Laboratories Ltd. Here preparation, construction procedure and driving of

3



piles arc described briefly. For the confirmation of pile capacity, pile load test, plate

load test with results is also described here precisely. Then construction of pile cap

with geotextiles is described briefly. Preparation of facing blocks, anchorage blocks,

anchor plate and connector are also described briefly in this chapter. Then

construction procedure of an anchored earth wall is also described.

Monitoring work after completion of construction work is described at the end of

chapter four

Chapter five is mainly the conclusion of the case study and recommendations for

further study.
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Chapter Two

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 GENERAL

Retaining wall is a wall, which is constructed in a place for the purpose of supporting a

vertical or nearly vertical earth bank, which, in turn, can support vertical loads. This type

of structures is used to retain backfill of road, bridge abutment, and reclaimed landfill.

This chapter describes the available literature of such structures giving emphasis to

reinforccd carth wall with design procedures.

2.2 CLASSIFICATION OF EARTH RETENTION SYSTEMS

Soil retention systems may be broadly divided into two categories; internally stabilized

and externally stabilized. An externally stabilized system uses an external structural wall,

against which stabilizing forces are mobilized. On the other hand an internally stabilized

system involves reinforcements installed within and extending beyond the potential

failure mass. Within this system, shear transfer to mobilize the tensile capacity of closely

spaced reinforcing clements removed the need of a structural wall and soil is considered

as primary structural entity. A facing unit is used on an internally stabilized system, but

its role is only to prevent local raveling and deterioration rather than to provide primary

structural support. A classification scheme for earth retention systems is shown in Fig. 2.1

(O'Rourke and Jones, 1990).

The type of wall chosen for any project depends on the soil and construction conditions,

economy and function. Gravity walls are most frequently used up to a limited height of 4

m-5m (Cernica, 1994). RC cantilever and counterfort type retaining walls can be

implemented for a larger height, however it become very expensive for a height more

than 8.0 m (Das, 1992, Cernica, 1994).

5



EXTERNALLY
STABILlZED SYSTEM

INTERNALLY
STABILIZED SYSTEM

In-situ walls Gravity walls Reinforced soil

• Timber • Masonry walls

• Precast concrete • Concrete • Metallic,

• Sheet piles • Cantilever Polymeric and

• Soldicr pilcs • Counterfort organic

• Cast in situ • Gabion Reinforcing

• slurry wall • Crib strips or sheets or

• secant pile • Cellular grids

• tangent pile cofferdam • Anchored

• bored in place
earth

(Piles not continuous)

~
• soil cement

/

In-situ
Reinforcement
• Soil nailing
• Reticulated
micro piles

• Soil
dowelling

Braced
• Cross- lot
• rakers

Tie-back
• augered
• belled
• pressure
injected

Hybrid systems
• Soil nailing
• Reticulated
micro piles

Soil dowelling

Fig. 2.1 Classification of Earth Retention systems (After Jones 1996)

2.3 DIFFERENT TYPES OF SOIL RETAINING SYSTEMS

2.3.1 Sheet pile

Shcet pile walls arc widely used for waterfront structures, ranging from a small pleasure

boat-launching facilities to a large dock structures where ocean-going ships can take on or

unload cargo. Sheet piling is also used for beach erosion protection; for stabilizing ground

slopes, particularly for roads; for shoring walls of trenches and other excavations; and

also for cofferdams. When the wall is under about 3m in height it is often cantilevered;

6



however, for larger height it is usually anchored using one or more anchors. Sheet pile

like cantilever, anchor sheet pile and braced sheeting arc shown in Fig. 2.2.
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<:< J- _.l[ <>
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till!'

Sheeting -

(c) Braced sheeting
(0) An(hored

Fig. 2.2 Sheet pile (After Bowles 1997)

According to materials used there are three types of sheet piling.

2.3.1.1 Timber sheet piling

Timber piling is sometimes used for freestanding walls of height less than 3m. It is more

allen used for temporarily braced sheeting to prevent trench cave-ins during installation

of deep waler and sewer lines. At present timber is of little usc except in temporary

retaining structures owning to both the security of timber particularly of large cross

section and cost. Elements of timber piles are shown in Fig. 2.3.
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I ._~.-_~I Snug and pile __
Should be cut
Square

X-"l-"l- -"1-"1- '"lC"/,) (b)
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EsqJuareMetalband
. s.~- trim to snug

fit

Fig 2.3 Timber piles with detail diagram (After Bowles 1997)
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2.3.1.2 Reinforced Concrete sheet piling

Thcse sheet piles are pre-cast concrete members, usually with a tongue and groove joint.

A schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 2.4.
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Fig 2.4 Reinforced Concrete Sheet pile (After Bowles 1997)

2.3.1.3 Steel sheet piling

Steel sheet piling is the most common type used for walls because of several advantages

over other materials. A detail steel sheet pile with cross section is shown in Fig. 2.5
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Fig 2.5 Steel piles with detail cross section (After Bowles 1997)
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2.3.1.4 Soldier piles

This system is carried out for earth cutting work for construction of basement work of a

building. These piles arc provided to save the land and also to withstand lateral earth

pressure and finally to avoid any risk of neighbor properties. These piles are arranged in

such a way that after completion of the work it act as a retaining wall. A typical soldier

piles are shown in Fig. 2.6.

H pile or WF section
(soldierbeam)

~a~~~~g~fi - Wale ""'"""l!JI>~~~:~~l~P~:rtical~trul

2x8etc) 111 'spacing epends
~~ _ Lagging"" Wale on tolerable

I '\? lateral movement
, Strutspacing ~~.c=J_ andpilesection
, variabledepending :j
1-1 on tolerable :1
~ lateralmovement '!
~ and walestrength 'j
H Strut./ - ::~ Elevation
Plan

Fig 2.6 Soldier pile (After Bowles 1997)

2.3.1.5 Slurry wall

During the time of drilling, if soil tends to squeeze, cave, or slough into the hole, then

mud slurry are be used to keep the hole open. When the caving material is encountered,

slurry is introduced into the hole. Here piles are driven on some spacing, and alternative

sections are excavated, with slurry added to keep the cavity full as excavation proceeds to

the desired depth, It is necessary to maintain the cavity full of slurry and sufficiently

agitated to maintain a uniform density to keep the sides of the excavation from caving.

Slurry used for these procedures is generally a mix of bentonites, water, and suitable

additive. A schematic diagram ofa slurry wall with design parameter is shown in Fig.2.7.
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Fig 2.7 Slurry Wall (After Bowles 1997)

2.3.1.6 Secant wall

When the wall nced watertight, the secant wall, consisting of interlocking piles (available

in diameters ranging from 410 to 1500 mm) is most suitable. This wall is constructed by

first casting a concrete guide wall about I m thick and have a width 400 to 600mm larger

than the pile diameters. The primary (female) piles arc drilled (they may be eased but the

casing must be pulled) and the piles arc being cast to required depth. After hardening the

secant (male) piles (of the same or smaller diameter) arc drilled. During this process the

drilling removes segments of the primary piles so and interlock is obtained.

2.3.1.7 Braccd wall

A braced wall using struts or rakers were widely used up to the mid-1960s. These are

seldom used today except in small projects such as bracing for water and sewer line

trenches that are within 2.5m deep, but are not much used for large excavation in urban

areas since the struts and rakers produce too mueh clutter in the excavated area and

increase both the labor cost and the possibility of accidents. A braced wall is shown in

Fig. 2.8.
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2.3.1.8 Tiebacks

Ibl

Fig. 2.8 Braced Walls (After Bowles 1997)

Ie I

One of the most popular anchorage methods presently used. These are essentially small

piles oriented at about 11=15 to 25 degree from horizontal. By using small slopes the

vertical stress component on the wall can be neglected. Tiebacks arc constructed by

drilling a hole on the order of 150 to 375 mm in diameter with a hollow stem auger.

°l~----_1::
o~~""~.,:.,-- r .h
;'~'~'~j~

."'"'''''' III1 """.IM

(,."""lly ",. Iv, I •• "

-t':::=::II "J
Fig 2.9 Tie backs Wall (After Bowles 1997)

Tiebacks are often used in deep excavation work where lateral wall movement and

subsequent perimeter settlements need to be minimized. Advantage of this wall is that it

can be constructed from the top down (built as excavation proceeds). Again it does not

produce obstructions in the construction area. Often these walls are left in place and

become part of the final construction. A tie back wall with detail tie system is shown in

Fig. 2.9.
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2.3.2 Gravity Wall

This type of retaining wall is usually built of plain masonry, or plain concrete, although

stone is often used as a substitute. This type of wall depends only on its own weight for

stability and hence its height and application is subjected to some definite practical limit.

These arc primarily trapezoid in section, possibly with thc basc projecting beyond the

face and back of wall. The projection may be only 4 to 6 in. beyond the back. For the

ordinary cascs the base width ranges between 30 to 40 per cent of the height of wall. In

the concrete walls a small amount of temperature reinforcement is commonly provided.

Different types of gravity walls usually practiced in geotechnical engineering are shown

in Fig.2.l O.
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Fig 2.10 Gravity Wall (After Bowles 1997)

2.3.2.1 Scmi Gravity Wall

This wall is in cSSCncea gravity wall that has bccn givcn a wider base (a Toc or heel or

both) to incrcase its stability. Some reinforcement is usually necessary for this type of

wall. This type of walls are trapezoidal in shapes, with the base having back and front

projection in order to distribute the base pressure towards a more uniform shape.

Although the projcetion could be equal, the toe projection may be somewhat larger than

the heel in order to reduce the toe pressure. A typical semi gravity walls are shown in

Fig.2.11.
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Fig 2.11 Semi Gravity Wall (After Bowles 1997)

2.3.2.2 Cantilever Walls

Retaining walls are designed for aetive earth pressure, whieh is assoeiated with a small

amount of tilting; it is thus advisable to provide the faee of the wall with batter to

compensate for the forward tilting. Otherwise a small amount of forward tilting may give

instability of the wall. Basic difference between the anchored wall and cantilever wall is

that the lalter does not use an anchored rod. Another difference is that the cantilever wall

is usually limited in height to about 3-4m because without an anchor very large

translation values result, that produces large bending moments. Principal advantage of not

using anchor is economy since the anchor, anchorage, and installation costs are

considerable. Again the adjacent owner may not allow entry to install anchorage. There

are two types of cantilever retaining walls which are T-shaped and L-shaped and are

describe bellow. A cantilever wall is shown in Fig 2.12.

1-- I- -----

Fig. 2.12 Cantilever Wall (After Bowles 1997)
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2.3.2.2.1 T-shaped wall

Perhaps it is the common practice in constructing a cantilevcr type retaining wall in the

world. For this type of wall, the weight of the earth in the back of the stcm (the backfill)

contributcs to its stability.

2.3.2.2.2 L-shaped wall

This type of wall is frequently used when property line restrictions interfere and

discourage not to usc T-shaped wall. On the other hand when it is not feasible (due to

construction restrictions) to excavate for a heel, a reverse L-shaped may serve the need.

2.3.2.3 Coullterfort wall

Prior to reinforced earth, when the cantilever retaining wall reached a height of about 7m,

it becomes economical to consider a counter fort wall. Consist of three main component

base, stem, and intermittent vertical ribs, called counter forts, which tie the base and the

stem together. These ribs, which act as tension ties, transform the stem and heel into

continuos slab supportcd on three sides- at two adjacent counter forts and the base of the

stcm. Herc thickncss of the face and base depends primarily on the spacing of the counter

forts. For walls of moderate height, the counter forts may be spaced as far as two-third of

the height of wall. For walls higher than about 30 feet (9 m) the spacing may be reduced

to less than one-half of the height. From the construction point of vicw, counterfort

should not be placed on spacing less than about 8 feet (2.4 m). A typical counterfort wall

is shown in Fig. 2.13.

bach

r I'old--[

[ounterfort

Fig 2.13 Counter fort Wall (After Bowles 1997)
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2.3.2.4 Crib wall

Crib walls arc constructed with a minimum bailer of 2in / 12in. The width or depth of

wall ranges from 50 per cent to 100 per cent of the height of wall. If pre-cast and metal

crib walls arc purchased from standard sizes, than catalogs of manufacturers are followed

before making the design analysis. A crib wall is shown in Fig.2.14.

Stretcher

Filled
Heoders with sod

Fig 2.14 Crib Wall (After Bowles 1997)

2.3.2.5 Cofferdam

A cofferdam is essential for a temporarily structure designed to support the ground and to

extrude water from an excavation -either ground water or water lying above ground level.

It should also be noted that a cofferdam docs not necessarily exclude all water and it is

usually uneconomical to design to do so. A variety of cofferdams arc used in the geo

technical engineering field of which most common types are as bellow.

1. Cantilever sheet piles

2. Braced cofferdam

3. Earth Embankments

4. Double wall cofferdams

5. Cellular cofferdam

2.3.2.5.1 Cellular Cofferdam

A cofferdam is a temporary enclosure in a river or lake, etc. to keep water from the

enclosed area in order to construct a permanent structure or structures in the dry. A

15



cofferdam is constructed in the water, and when it is completed, the enclosed area is

dcwatered by pumping. During the entire life of a cofferdam, a certain amount of

pumping is constantly needed because some water will leak through the cofferdam and

the foundation.

2.3.2.5.2 Common types of cellnlar cofferdam

a) Circular type

b) Diaphragm type

c) Cloverleaf type

d) Modified type: .i) modified circular type and

ii) Modified diaphragm type

2.3.2.5.3 Design consideration of cellular cofferdam

The design ofa cofferdam requires providing an adequate margin of safety against the

following.

I. Cell sliding

II. Cell overturning

III. Cell bursting

IV. Cell shear along the centerline and including a component of interlock

friction.

V. Bearing capacity and settlement.

2.3.2.5.4 Braced cofferdam

A braced or strutted cofferdam is a temporary enclosure consisting of vertical or

horizontal sheeting with internal struts. It is probably the most common type of all

cofferdams because it is relatively economical when utilized for excluding shallow water,

earth or both.

Driving straight makes a cellular cofferdam web steel sheet piles to form a series of cells,

which are subsequently filled with a suitable soil. A cofferdam wall is shown in Fig.2.IS.
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Fig 2.15 Cofferdam Wall (After Bowles 1997)

2.3.3 Reinforced soil wall

Reinforced soils arc fundamentally different from conventional earth retaining system in

that they utilize a different mechanism of support. This internally stabilized system are

done by reinforced soils with predominantly horizontally layered clements, such as

metallic strips and rods, geotextile strips, sheets and grids or polymeric grids, and soil

nailing in which metallic bars or dowels are installed during in situ construction. This

type of clement must satisfy the following requirement. A reinforcement soil wall is

shown in Fig.2.16.

i) Has adequate tensile strength

ii) Corrosive resistant

iii) Suitable for friction or bond development
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Fig 2.16 Line details of reinforced earth wall (After Bowles 1997)
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2.3.3.1 Soil properties for Reinforced Soil Wall

Granular soil is generally required as backfill materials. It permits easy drainage and thus

reduced latcral pressure. Also it develops belter strip bond than do cohesive soils.

The key aspect of this type of internally stabilized system is its incremental form of

construction. In cffect, the soil mass is partitioned so that each partition receives support

from a locally inscrted reinforcing clement. This process is the opposite of that a

conventional backfilled wall where pressures are integrated to produce an overall force

resistcd by thc structure.

2.3.4 Anchored Wall
Anchored sheet pile walls or anchored bulkhead are a type of retaining wall found in

waterfront construction, which is used to form wharves or piers for loading and unloading

ships or barges. The construction of such walls is accomplished by first driving the sheet

piling into the soil to a designated depth and then attaching a tie rod support near or at the

upper cnd of the pile and anchoring it to concrete blocks (deadmen). Anchorage for sheet

piling may be obtained from reinforcement or sheet metal. The concrete blocks (usually

square and of necessary length) which is casted in place or precast are embedded in the

soil to some depth. Instead of using a concrete blocks of some length, a raw of sheet

piling that is similar to the supported wall but of shorter length may be driven. Usually

one Icvcl of tie suffices for heights of around 10m. More than one anchor may be

ncccssary for highcr walls in order to reduce the tie force or to decrease the bending

moment or deflection of the sheet piles. An anchored earth wall is shown in Fig. 2.17.

Fill

Anchor piles
Elevation

Plan

Anchored bulkheads
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Fig. 2.17 Anchored Earth Wall showing anchor and filling materials (After Bowles 1997)
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2.3.4.1 Soil Nailing
Using "Nails" to reinforce the earth is a relatively recent (about 20years old) method for

soil reinforcement. Basically this consists in both driving small diameter rods (on the

order of 25 to 30 mm) into the earth or drilling holes on the order of 150 to 200mm,

inserting the required diameter (again 25 to 30 mm) rod, and filling the remainder of the

holes with grout. Soil nailing is suitable for both the walls and the excavation support.

Difference between soil nailing and the tieback walls is that there is lillie pre stress

applied to the soil nails, whereas the tieback walls require the pre stressing in the rods.

2.4 COMPONENT AND MATERIALS USED IN THE REINFORCED SOIL

WALL STRUCTURE

Horizontal layer of compacted soil (sand) and reinforcement are the typical ingredients

employed in the construction of reinforced soil structures. Although not necessary, a

facing is provided in order to prevent localized surface erosion along the exposed sides of

the reinforced soil mass and also to prevent a progressive failure in this type of structure.

In reinforced soil wall, the strength of the structure is mainly attributed to the structure of

the reinforcement by adding tensile strength to the soil mass and by increasing soil

structure as a result of reinforced soil confinement (Jewel, 1980). This eventually unable

the construction of stable soil structure even.

In the reinforced soil walls various type of facings such as full height panel, sectional

panels, segmental concrete facing "wrap around" facing and other facing such as timber,

brick or gabions are used.

Reinforced soil retaining wall comprises a no. of components which are included below

i. Reinfocreed fill,

II. Retained fill,

iii. Subsoil or situ soil behind the reinforced fill

IV. Anchor

v. Reinforcing tendons,

VI. Facing unit,

VII. Drainage system and finally.

viii. Footing pad
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2. 4.1 Reinforced fill
Thc shear properties of soil can be improved as theoretically as any soil could be used to

form reinforced soil structure. For practical purposes, only a limited range of soils is

likely to be used, particularly in vertical faced reinforced soil structures. The choice of

which soil or filling materials depend upon the technical requirement of the structure and

also upon the basic economics associated with the scheme. For a vertical faced reinforced

soil structure a better quality of filling is likely to be specified in contrast to embankment

structure where the whole object of the reinforcing concept may be to improve existing

marginal safety.

The soil used in long-term conventional structures is usually a well graded cohesion less

fill (granular backfill) or alternatively a good cohesive frictional fill, although purely

cohesive soils have been used with success. The advantage of cohesion less fills is that

they arc stable, free draining and non-corrosive to reinforcing clements. Main

disadvantage is that it would be imported outside and therefore costly. Where as cohesive

materials are available in anywhere of the country like Bangladesh.

Cohesion less soil (frictional fill, granular backfill) is defined as good quality, well graded

nOll corrosive material usually possessing a good angle of internal friction. Example of

which arc crushed rock, river sand or gravel. Moreover in U.K frictional fill defined

(Department of Transport, 1978, BE-3178) as a material in which no more than 10%

passes a 63flm BS sieve. Reinforced fill or backfill soil used for the works should be

frictional or cohesive frictional material and cohesive fill should not usc in vertically face

wall and abutments (BS-8006). But these are not suitable due to short-term stability and

durability for the vertical face reinforced soil construction works.

Cohesive frictional fill (C.F.F) can be defined as material with more than 10% passes a

63~m BS sieve (BE-3178)

Cohesive fills can be used as reinforced fill and may be economical to use. The use of

cohesive soils falls into two separate categories

a) When the cohesive soils used to fill to a vertically faced reinforced soil

construction.

b) When reinforcement is provided to improve the mechanical properties of

the soil, as in the case of a reinforced embankment constructed of marginal

material on top of weak subsoil.
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2. 4.2 Retained fill

No specific guidelines arc found in literaturc on the retained soil. In the present study case

stiffness and strength properties of retained soil are suggested.

2.4.3 Subsoil
Subsoil condition is very important for reinforced soil wall. Normally stiff and strength

properties of retained soil are found better, but for this study case retained soil is found so

much soft that it cannot retain any surcharge. To overcome this situation geotextile are

used so that settlement of the upper filling soil can be minimized. This geotextile is used

as a mat on the top of pile to transfer the load of filling materials to the lower stratum.

2. 4.4 Anchors

Flexible linear clements having one or more pronounced protrusions or distortions, which

acts as abutments or anchors in the fill soil. They may be formed from steel, rope, plastics

(textile) or combinations of materials such as webbing and tyres, or steel and concrete

shown in Fig. 2.17.

SI eel bar

jll============~<E-- Anchor
plate

Fig. 2.18 Reinforcement with anchor plate in Reinforced Soil Wall (After Jones 1996)

2. 4.5 Reinforcement

It covers steel, fiberglass, polymer synthetics in thc form of sheet, stirrup or grids, choice

of material and the form in which it is used generally dictates the load transfer mechanism

from the soil to the rcinforcement. The principal requirements of reinforcing materials are

strength and stability (low tendency to creep), durability, ease of handling, a high

cocfficicnt of friction and or adherence with the soil, together with low cost and ready

availability. Different types of reinforcement are shown in Fig. 2.19.
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Fig. 2.19 Different types of Reinforcement used in Reinforced soil wall (After

Jones 1996)

2.4.s.t Durability
The reinforcement used must be durable and maintain its integrity over the life of the

structure. Design life of anchored earth structures varies from 20 to 120 years. With the

longest life structures, the use of sacrificial thickness on metallic components is

neccssary.

2. 4.5.2 Form

In order to improve performance, the reinforcemcnt must adhere to the soil or be shaped

that deformation of the soil produces strain in the reinforcement. Reinforcement can take

many forms depending largely on the material employed. Common forms are sheet, bars,

strips, grids and anchors. The forms shown rely on friction to develop bonds between the

soil and reinforcement; the grid and the anchor provide a more positive bond by

developing an abutment or soil reinforcement interlock. Considering the case of a strip

length I, width B, and the frictional resistance available from the strip can be developed

shown in Fig. 2.20. Value of bond between soil and reinforcement is, dT,d = T'I-T'2

(Where T' I and T' 2arc shown in Fig. 2.20)

Normal stress on the strip per element of structure = cr'v

Normal force acting on the strip = cr'v dl B

Therefore, tensile force generated in the reinforcement, assumll1g the coefficient of

friction between soil and reinforcement is J.l, is expressed as dT,d = 2' a'v 'B 'dl' J.l
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TcnsionT'1 --r----~--1- TensionT'2

Fig. 2.20 Development of adhcsion on a reinforcing strip (After Jones 1996)

Thcrefore for no slippage-

•fl > (dTad) / (2' 0' v • B' d ) ( 2 as friction developed on both sides) 2.1

2. 4.5.3 Stress distribution along reinforcement

In the casc of grid reinforcement, the width of the reinforcement is not restricted by the

actual material section of the reinforcement but by the dimensions of the transverse

elements and the shear strength of the soil. The mechanism of action of a grid in

providing resistance to slippage (pullout) is not fully understood. Among the mechanisms

proposed are the passive resistance (Chang et aI., 1977) theory and thc bearing capacity

thcory (Bishop and Anderson).

2. 4.5.4 Surface properties

For shccts, bars and strips, equation 2.1 indicates that the coefficient of friction betwecn

the reinforcement and soil is critical property, the higher the friction the more efficient the

reinforcement. Thus an ideally rough bar, strip or sheet is significantly better than a

reinforeemcnt with a smooth surface.

2. 4.5.5 Dimensions

The dimensions of thc reinforecment must be compatible with the conditions. The form,

strcngth, stiffncss and spacing all will influence the dimensions choscn.

Stiffness of reinforcing tendon is very important for anchored earth wall. Bending

stiffness has not been shown any significant effect on the performance of anchored earth

except in the case of reinforcement used as tension membrane over supper soft soil (Jones

and Zakaria, 1994)
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Longitudinal stiffness has a marked effect on the performance of the wall. The effect of

placing reinforcement in soil in the direction of tensile reinforcement is to restrict

deformation and a force-generated proportional to resultant strain is developed in the

rcinforcement. An equilibrium condition is reached dependant upon the longitudinal

stiffness of the reinforcement and the load displacement characteristics of the soil.

The strain stress characteristics of reinforcement are usually linear (i,g. steel strip

reinforcement); this is not the case with soil. In this case the soil softens once full shear

strength has been mobilized.

2. 4.5.6 Reinforcement distributions

2.4.5.6.1 Location

In order to establish which the logical area for the reinforcement is, potential failure

mechanisms and planes have to be established together with the associated strain fields.

For optimum effect, reinforcement is positioned within the critical strain fields in the

locations of greatest tensile strains. Location of reinforcement is shown in Fig. 2.21 .
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Fig. 2.21 Position of Reinforcement (After Jones 1996)

2.4.5.6.2 Oricntations

The general theory of the behavior of reinforcements in soil presented earlier emphasizes

the importance of the reinforcement being placed along the principal tensile directions

developed in the soil alone, under the same stress condition. In most anchored earth

structures the reinforcement is placed horizontally; in vcrtically faced structures this often

results in the reinforcement being oriented in a near optimum plane although some
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research work suggests that the optimum plane occurs with the reinforcement angled

downwards at 10'-15' from the horizontal (Smith and Birgission, 1979).

2. 4.5.6.3 Spacing
In laboratory tests, Smith (1977) and Jewel (1980a and 1980b) have established that the

increasing strength of an anchorcd carth structure is not always directly proportional to

the number of reinforcing clements in the system (all other things being constant). The

spacing between separate reinforcing elements affects the performance of individual

reinforcing members.

2.4. 6 Facing unit

In reinforced earth retaining walls facing units are generally provided to prevent localized

surface crosion and progressivc failure. Various kinds of facing have been developed over

thc years to suit the structure and the site condition. Of these, most common are concrete

panels, which may be incremental, full height and segmental and wrap around facing

where the facing is provided by wrapping reinforcement around the outside of the

compacted soil layer.

Facing may be selected to use relatively rigid or flexible and light weight, the latter is

employed to resist low pressure only (Jones, 1993, Tatsuaka, 1993) commonly, and they

share a relatively low cost per unit area of exposed surface. Differcnt types of facing

blocks with reinforcemcnt are shown in Fig. 2.22.
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Fig. 2.22 Facing block with reinforcement in vertical wall (After Jones 1996)
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2. 4. 7 Drainage system

Proper drainage system must be incorporated in anchored soil to prevent the development

of exccss porc watcr pressure and unbalanced hydrostatic pressure at back face of facing.

Typical drainagc systcms for rctaining walls arc show in Fig.2.23.

W('('1l 1101..('"

"I', 10l 100111111
,11,11101'1","

Fig. 2.23 Drainage system in vertical wall (Aller Bowles 1997)

2. 4. 8 Footing pad

Small footing pad under the facing panels is necessary to avoid localized bearing failure

of subsoil. Footing pad also increase the stability of the reinforced soil structure. which

may be made of R.C.C or C.C. Footing pads with different types of facing units are

shown in Fig. 2.24.

a) Discrete Panels b) Full-height Panels

./

I

e) Full-height Panels

Fig. 2.24 Footing pad supporting different types of vertical wall (After Jones 1996)
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2.5 FACTORS AFFECTING THE PERFORMANCE AND BEHAVIOR OF

REINFORCED SOIL

The following factors listed in the table 2.1 influence the behavior and performance of

reinforced soil wall.

Table 2.1 Factors that influence the behaviour and performance of Anchored Earth Wall

Reinforcement Reinforcement Soil Soil state Construction
Distribution

Stiffness (bending, # Spacing # Particle Density (void Geometry of
longitudinal) # Orientation size ratio) structure
# Strength # Location # Grading Overburden state Compaction
# surface # Mineral of stress construction

properties content Degree of system aesthetics

Dimension # Index saturation Durability

Form (fiber grid, Properties
anchor, bar, strip)

2. 5.1 Different Types of failure

Different types of failure of retaining walls are shown in the Fig. 2.24a & Fig. 2.24b

o

I
l

f
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.......... ,

a) Base sliding b) Overturning c) Bearing capacity

Fig. 2.25a Different types of Failure mechanism in wall (After Jones 1996)
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d) Pull out c) Connection failure f) Reinforcement rupture

Fig. 2.25b Failure mechanism (After Jones 1996)

2.6 MECHANISM INVOLVED IN AN ANCHORED EARTH WALL

Fig. 2.26 shows schematically a number of different ways in which reinforcement could

retain an unstable soil mass. To illustrate a general case, the reinforcement strip, mesh, or

sheet assume to be attached to an anchor in the stable part of the soil mass; furthermore,

structural face clements assist soil retention at the otherwise free surface of the unstable

zone.

Movement of the sliding soil mass is resisted by the following phenomena;

Friction and adhesion developed on the surface of that part of the reinforcement, which

lies within the stable zone.

Passive resistance generated by the anchor. This represents symbolically the action of a

real block anchor, corrosion in a mesh, or ribs on reinforcing strip.

Bending and passive resistance occurring where the reinforcement crosses the boundary

between the stable and unstable soil mass.
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/' " Bending of flexible reinforcement
Passive resistance of stiff reinforcement

Fig. 2.26 Soil-Reinforcement action of a vertical wall (After Hausmann 1990)

Besides being limited by the amount of friction and adhesion or passive resistance which

is developed, the maximum force which can be transmitted through the reinforcement is

governed by the reinforcement's own strength. These limiting conditions correspond to

the basic causes of internal failure of reinforced soil; rupture of the reinforcement,

slippage between the soil and the reinforcement (also interpreted as failure by the

pullout), and bearing -type (plastic) failure in the soil.

The driving force of the unstable soil mass which is due to self weight of soil and

surcharge on the structure is transferred to the reinforcement in the following way:

Friction and adhesion on the reinforcement and the soil mass.

Earth pressure which induce lateral thrust on the boundary face clements lead to

development of tensile force in reinforcing tendon.

2. 6.1 Anchor- type passive resistance

In a traditional anchoring system, stress transfer cannot occur from the soil to its

components outside the actual anchoring zone, which is usually located well inside the

stable soil mass. Anchorage is achieved by a concrete block, beam, or grouted soil. A rod

or cable is attached to the face element for holding back the potentially failing soil mass;

characteristics for a traditional "true" anchor are that the tensile force in this rod or cable

is constant.
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True anchors may be of the active type, where a prestressing force is applied after

installation; in a passive anchoring system, the stabilizing force is only mobilized after

some deformation of the soil (or rock) mass has taken place. Experiment has been done

with prestressing fabrics and strips below road embankments.

Traditional- type anchors arc installed into an existing soil or rock mass. In general,

reinforeed soil structures are usually constructed from the bollom up techniques using

remolded and compacted soil. An exception to this rule is soil nailing, where steel rods

arc driven into embankments or sides of excavation.

Forccs on anchor blocks can be estimated assuming sufficient deformation takes place to

develop passive earth pressures opposing the pullout force. In a mesh or grid crossbars

may similarly provide passive resistance.

Soil nails provides resistance against pullout as well as bending and passive resistanee

when driven across existing or potential failure planes. Thus soil nailing is more like a

true soil-reinforcing technique than an anchorage system, but in concept it differs

substantially from reinforced earth, the pioneer of all modem soil reinforcing techniques.

2. 6.2 Design method of an Anchored Earth Wall

The soil strains, soil stresses, soil reinforcement interaction and gravity, reinforcement

and boundary forces are all interconnected for the analysis of anchored earth structures.

This has been illustrated by Bolton (1991) equilibrium in anchored earth structure is

reached when the strain in the reinforcement and that in the adjacent soil are compatible.

The stiffness of the reinforcement has a fundamental influence on the behavior and

performance of anchored earth structurcs. Axially stiff reinforcement will take up little

strain before taking upload. Stress in the reinforcement can accumulate rapidly and may

occur at lower strains than those required to mobilized peak soil strength. By contrast,

extensible reinforcements require greater deformation before they take up the stresses

imposed by the soil. This may lead to higher strains and the peak shear strength of the soil

may be approached or exceeded.

There are so many method used in geotechnical engineering to design reinforced soil

structurcs using reinforcements. These can be classified as those based on the coherent

gravity hypothesis or the tie baek hypothesis. The coherent gravity method is an empirical

technique, which has been described by Mitchell and Villertt and the Ministeres des
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Transport (1979). It was developed to cater for structures reinforced with stecl strip

(inextensible) reinforcements. The tic back method was developed by the UK Department

of transport (1978) and is based on limit equilibrium methods. It is independent of the

reinforcement material, and is used with both inextensible reinforcements and with

anchors.

2.6.2.1 Limit state design

The most recent innovation in the design of reinforced soil structure in the UK has been

the introduction of the British standard BS 8006 (1995). The British standard (BS 8006

1995) is written in a limit state format which covers all forms of reinforced soil identified

as internally stabilized systems with the exception of soil dowels, reticulated micro piles

and special materials. In the limit state, it is specificely described by McGown et al

(1998) and BS 8006 (1995). For each geotechnical design problems, performance criteria

during the period of construction and over the design life arc set. When ever a structure a

level equal to any of the performance criteria, it said to have reached a limit state. Limit

state arc divided into two categories; Ultimate Limit state (ULS) and Serviceability Limit

state (SLS).

2.6.2.2 Ultimate Limit state (ULS)

At which collapse mechanisms form in the ground or the retaining structure, or when

movement of a retaining structure leads to severe structural damage in other parts of the

structure or in nearby structures or services.

2.6.2.3 Serviceability Limit statc (SLS)

At which movements of the retaining structure affect the appearance or efficient usc of

the structure or nearby structures or services, which rely upon it. The loss of serviceability

may be due to deformation in the ground or deformation in the structure itself.

2.7 ANALYSIS OF RETAINING STRUCTURES

Four types of retaining walls arc normally practiced in the world, which are

I) Reinforced Concrete cantilever Wall

2) Anchored Earth Wall
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3) Metal Strip Wall

4) Geogrid Wall

5) Geotextiles Wall

2.7.1 Analysis of RC Cantilever Wall

R.C cantilever wall is the most widely used retaining wall. There are two phases involve

for properly design of a R.C cantilever retaining wall. In the first step magnitude and

location of active earth pressure that will active on the wall are calculated, and finally

stability arc checked for the whole structure.

Two types of stabilities arc normally checked for a .retaining wall.

I. External stabilities

II. Internal stabilities

External stabilities are required to check a RC cantilever wall. The following steps are

done to check the stability of a retaining wall.

a) Check for sliding horizontally

b) Check for overturning

c) Check for bearing capacity

d) Check for settlement

e) Check for overall stability
W51
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Foundalion soil
Y3.hc,

fill

P02.-

Fig. 2.27 Initial dimensions and forces for the design of a R.C cantilever wall
(After Khan 2004)
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The dimensions shown in the Fig.2.27 arc only initial value for stability checks. If these

dimensions do not satisfy the factor of safety against all the stability checks, the sections

arc revised. In this design case hydrostatic pressure was not considered for calculating

forces. This would be ensured by considering both the backfill and retained fill as

eohesionless soils and by providing sufficient weep holes.

Here,

YI,Y2,YJ.Yc= Unit weight of backfill, retained fill, foundation soil and concrete.

<1>1,<1>"<l>J=Angle of internal friction of backfill, retained fill, foundation soil

C3 = Cohesion offoundation soil

D = Depth of embedment offoundation (depends on soil type and loading)

H = Height oflhe wall from EGL to the foundation level

WSI = Weight of surcharge on backfill

Ws, = Weight of surcharge on retained fill

Ka = Rankine's coefficient of active earth pressure.

= (1- sin <1>,) I (I + sin <1>,)

Pal = Active force due to the retained fill = 0.5 Ka y,H'

Pa, = Active force due to the surcharge on retained fill, Ws, = Ka Ws, H

YI= Vertical distance from base of the wall to the force Pal = H/3

y, = Vertical distance from base of the wall to the force Pa2 = H/2

WI= Total weight of concrete (stem and base)

W,= Weight of backfill and surcharge WSI on the backfill

XI= Horizontal distance from toe to the e.g of WI

X,= Horizontal distance from toe to the e.g ofW2

B = width of base oft he retaining wall
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2.7.1.1 Cheek for sliding

Factor of safety against horizontal movement that is sliding is found by dividing sliding

resisting force to forces causes sliding at the base. Sliding resisting force is the product of

total downward force on the base of the wall and coefficient of friction (~) between the

base of the retaining wall and the underlying soil. Sliding force is typically the horizontal

component of lateral earth pressure exerted against the wall by backfill materials.

The factor of safety against sliding may be expressed by the equation

F.S. (sliding)= (~ Fr)1 (~ Fd); ;:0: 1.5

Where, F.S. (,Iiding)= Factor of safety against sliding at the base

(~ Fr) = Summation of resisting forces against sliding

2.2

(LFd) = Summation of forces causes sliding at the base

This gives,

F.S. (sliding)= {(WI+ Wz) tan ~J'+ B* C)'}I (Pal+ PaZ); 2.3

Here, ~3'=2/3 ~). C3 '=1/2 C) to 2/3 C).

2.7.1.2 Check for Overturning

Overturning of the wall may occur about the toe that is point A due to the lateral earth

pressures Pal and Paz shown in the Fig. 2.27. The factor of safety against such overturning

can be expressed as

F.S (0'1')= (~Mr)1 (~Mo) ;:0: 1.5

Where, F.S. (0'1') = Factor of safety against overturning

(~ Mr) = Summation of resisting forces about point A

2.4

(L Mo) = Summation of overturning moment about point A

The Overturning Moments about point A can be expressed as

~ Mo = (Pal' YI+ Paz. Yz ) = (Pal' (H/3) + Paz' H/2)

Similarly Resisting Moments about point A is
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Thus the equation 2.3 becomes

2.7.1.3 Cheek for Bearing Capacity

The vertical pressure that is transmitted to the soil by the base slab of the retaining wall

should be checked against the ultimate bearing capacity of the soil. The nature of

variation of the vertical pressure transmitted by the base slab into soil is shown in Fig.

2.28. It is noticeable that due to the lateral earth pressure, bearing pressure will be

maximum at the end of toe and minimum at the end of heel. The factor of safety against

bearing capacity is then defined as:

F.S. (bearing "pacily) = qui qm,,' ~ 3.0 2.6

Where, F.S. (bmins) = Factor of safety against bearing capacity failure

qu = Ultimate bearing capacity of the foundation soil

qm" = Maximum pressure at the base of the wall

The sum of the vertical forces acting on the base slab is equal to (E W,+W2).

Here Ultimate bearing capacity of the foundation soils is

q, = C, Nc + y, D N, + O.5B y, Ny

The maximum pressure at the base of the wall at toe will be

= W: W,+W2) /B)* (!+6e /B)

I

'1 .-!_h _

/
Afir[J-r1 ~m••

qmu -'11, . '"qhccl

__ --"--__l

-

Fig. 2.28 Maximum and minimum Pressure in the base ofa wall (After Khan 2004)
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Similarly thc minimum prcssurc at thc basc of thc wall at hcel will be

= ((L W,+W2) IB)* (l-6e IB)

Thus the equation 2.6 can be expressed as

F.S. (b..::aringcapacity)

Where, Nc, Nq and Ny = Bearing capacity factors

c = Eccentricity of the resultant force at the base.

Thc net moment of these forces about the point A in Fig. 2.28 is equal to

Mnot=L Mr- L Mo) 2.8

Let the line of action of thc rcsultant, R, intersect the base slab at A, as shown in Fig.

2.28. Thc distancc AE can now be determined as

2.9

Hence the eccentricity of the resultant, R, can be expressed as

e= B/2- AE

c= B/2- ((L Mr- L Mo)1 (L W,+W2)); <= B/6, So that no tension

occurs

When e becomcs greater than B/6, qm;nbecomes negative. This indicates that thcre will be

some tcnsilc strcss at the end of thc hccl scction. This strcss is not dcsirable because

tensile stress of soil is very small. For e> B/6 then the design should be re proportioned,

and calculation should recheck.

Oncc the bearing capacity of the soil has becn calculated than the factor of safety against

bearing capacity failure can bc determined or

In addition to these thrce types of failure mode of retaining walls, other two types of

failurc may also occur; one is shallow shear failure and the other one is deep shear failure.

I) Shallow shear failure in soil bclow the base of a retaining wall takes places along a

cylindrical surface abc passing through the heel. This type of failure occurs for the

cxccssive induced shear stress along the cylindrical surface in soil. This type of failure is

shown in Fig. 2.29 (a).
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2) Deep shear failure can occur along a cylindrical surface abc shown in Fig. 2.29 (b)

as the result of existence ofa weak a layer of soil underneath the wall at a depth of about

1.5 times of the height of wall.

f a

lV Ph
/ .-

/R
c

D

shallow shear failure

Fig. 2.29a. Shear failure

(After Das 1990)

d c I:vj Ph

D

___ ~_--.:,;: ..• _e __=..",,~=-__ b _
'-Deep shear failure

Fig. 2.29b. Deep shear failure in foundation

(After Das 1990)

2.8 DESIGN PROCEDURE OF REINFORCED EARTH RETAINING WALL

Current methods of evaluating the internal stability of reinforced earth retaining walls

have developed in a stage. They evolved from applying basic earth pressure theory and

altering and complementing the result obtained by information on the distribution of

tensile forces in reinforcing strips at working stress levels.

Schlosser and Long identified two zones in the reinforcing soil mass; an active zones and

a resisting zone. At the same time Lee formulated the tie back model referring to tie break

and pull out resistance of reinforcing strips. To get clear design concept different types of

failure modes are discussed here.

2.8.1 Failure of a Reinforced Earth Retaining Wall

Two types of failure modes are found in a reinforced earth wall. On~ is an internal failure

mode and another is an external type failure mode.
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2.8.1.1 Internal failure mode

If the major failure plane considered lies outside the reinforced earth mass, the failure is termed

external and is analyzed following conventional soil engineering practice. Internal failure can

occur by rupture of the reinforcement; slippage between the reinforcement and the surrounding

soil; rupture, excessive deformation, or buckling of face clement; or failure of connection.

Different types of internal failure modes arc shown in Fig. 2.30.

Rupture of the
rcinlbrccmcnt

Slipl'1£C oflhc
rcinforccmcnt

Rupture, excessive
dcfonnalion or buckling of
face clcm:nl or failure of
connections

Fig. 2.30 Internal failure modes of Reinforced Earth Wall (After Jones 1996)

2.8.1.2 External failure modes

Deep seated failure, bearing failure, sliding failure, overturning failure arc the external

failure modes ofa reinforced earth wall. Different types of external failure modes are

shown in Fig. 2.30a.

---',
\.",
'-------.:=J .

=iJ-------_.~j
Ovcrtwning failure

bearing failure

'\' ---------))
\ ---~ ~\ == )-~\=::====:L

Sliding failwe

Dxp~
failwe

Fig. 2.30a External failure modes of Reinforced Earth Wall (After Jones 1996)
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Vertically faced earth reinforced structures arc designed in accordance with the principles

of failure modes. For convenience the analysis is performed in the following way.

i. External stabilities

ii. Internal stabilities

2.8.1.3 Internal stabilities

This covers all areas relating to internal behavior mechanics, studies of stress within the

structure, arrangement of the reinforcement, durability of the reinforcement and backfill

properties. In design terms, internal analysis is associated essentially with adhesion and

tension failure mechanics.

2.8.1.4 External stabilities

This covers the basic stability of the reinforced earth structure as a unit, including sliding,

tilt! bearing failure, and slip within the surrounding subsoil or slips passing through the

reinforced earth structure. The external stability check is same as that of the RC cantilever

wall system.

So here only internal stability check is describes briefly for the design of an internal

stabilized wall system.

2.8.2 Design of a Metal Strip Retaining Wall

First step for designing a Metal Strip retaining structure is to determine magnitude and

location of active earth pressure that will active on the wall. The metal strip that is used in

the MS walls is inextensible in nature and its stress-strain behavior is not sensitive to time

and temperature.

Here reinforcing strips are dimensioned for the horizontal pressure Ph, face panels are also

designed to withstand pressure Ph. In addition to the external stability checks as described

for RC cantilever wall in the earlier section, the design ofMS wall require checks against

rupture of reinforcement under operating loads and check against bond length of

reinforcement into the passive zone so that they do not pullout under external loading.

The minimum depth of embedment 0 for such walls must be 0.1H, BS8006 (1995) and

AASHTOO (1997).
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Fig. 2.31 Geometry and forces for the design of M.S wall (After khan 2004)

2.8.2.1 Safety against rupture

Each strip is assumed to have to resist the resultant of the earth pressure acting over an

area equivalent to the product of the average vertical and horizontal spacing of the strips,

designated as Sh and S, shown in Fig. 2.31

The Faelor of safety against reinforcement rupture may be expressed by

FS (R) = Td I Ti; = (2.5 to 3.0)

Where, FS (R) = Factor of safety against reinforcement rupture

Td = Allowable design strength of reinforcement (metal strip)

= W t fy

Here, w = Width of metal strip reinforcement

t = Thickness of metal strip reinforcement

Ti = Maximum tensile force in a reinforcement at hi depth from EGL

Ka,= Rankine's coefficient of active earth pressure of reinforced soil.

=(1-sin<l>, )/(I+sin<l>,)

hi = Depth of i'h layer of reinforcement from EGL
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2.10

Sv = Vertical spacing of reinforcement

= hr(usually)

Sh = Horizontal spacing of reinforcement

= wr(usually)

hr = height of facing block

wr = width of facing block

Nole: A sacrificial thickness should be provided to the thickness calculated above to

allow for corrosion. Determination of sacrificial thickness may be followed from BS8006

( 1995).

2.8.2.2 Check against Slippage

The Factor of safety against pullout of the reinforcement from the passive zone due to the

external loading may be estimated by the following:

FS (p) = Tr / Ti; = (2.5 to 3.0)

FS (p) = Factor of safety against pullout

Ti = Maximum tensile force in a reinforcement at hi depth from EGL

= Kar(YI hi +WsJl*Sv * Sh

Tr = Pullout resisting force mobilized by the length Ipi of reinforcement

in the passive zone.

= 2* lpi * w * cry; * tanq,p 2.11

Ipi= Length of reinforcement in the passive zone; > l.Om [ AASHTO

1997, Koerner 1997]

cry; = Total vertical pressure at ith layer of reinforcement

~p= soil reinforcement friction angle

= 2/3 q" (usually)

It is noted that once the length of embedment, Ip is determined at any level of

reinforcement, the total length ofreinforcement, Ir can be estimated as 1r= Ip+la; la being

the lenglh of rcinforcement in active zone as shown in Fig: 2.31 Koerner (1997) al1d
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AASHTO (1997) specify that the minimum length of reinforcement should be 0.6H to

0.7H. Resisting mechanism against external loading by a metal strip is shown in Fig.

2.32.

Ws
I LLU;~UL

1. Ull_-b-- w

Fig. 2.32 Metal strip that resist the slippage of the vertical Wall (After Hausmann, 1990)

2.8.2.3 Face clement

Face element is designed to withstand earth pressure of magnitude Ph as used. Concrete

clement is treated as simply supported cantilever beams subjected to a uniform surcharge

equivalent to the average lateral earth pressure acting on them. For this acting pressure

moment arc calculated and stress find out. Generally maximum tensile stress in the

concrete is very small and only minimal reinforcement is required. If face element is not

incremental but continuous then design concept is like a beam of continuous span.

2.8.3 Design consideration of Geogrid Wall

The horizontal force, which may be exerted by a soil mass lying on top of a horizontal

geogrid may fail by sliding outward. This is prevented if adequate outward friction is

developed at the interface (any adhesion which may exist is usually ignored in the

analysis). The relevant friction angle lies between the extreme values of <p(=internal

friction angle) of the soil (completely rough behavior) and the minimum skin friction

angle Ii mobilized between the soil and the polymer surface. For a solid smooth surface,

friction angle would minimum. For a grid with openings of a size equivalent to the grain

size of the soil, rough friction characteristics are likely. For a grid with large openings

appropriate friction 8s for sliding is expected. By using the concept of an area ratio Ar

Ar= Pan area of grid material/Total area
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We could then stipulate

tan lis= Ar tanli +( I-Ar) tan q>

2.8.3.1 Mechanism of Pullout resistance in Geo grids

Grids arc relatively large openings; commercial products seem to have openings in the

range of I cm or more in width. The anchorage strength or pullout resistance is a result of

threc scparate mechanisms. One is the shear strength along the top and bottom of the

longitudinal ribs of thc gco grid. The second is the shear strength contribution along the

top and bottom of the transverse ribs. The third mechanism is the passive resistance

against the front of the transverse ribs.

Fig. 2.33 Mechanism of pullout resistance in geogrid (After Koerner 1997)

In this mechanism soil goes into a passive state and resists pullout by means of bearing

capacity. This type of mechanism is shown in the above Fig.2.33.
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Fig 2.34 Soil pressure and surcharge loads acts on the geogrid wall (After Koerner 1997)

2.8.3.2 Calculation of Internal stability

Total horizontal pressures that are exerted by soil mass and surcharge loads are shown in

Fig. 2.34

Here O"h.due to soil pressure

O"hq.due to surcharge pressure

=y z Kar + q K"

Calculation of vertical spacing-

Tdes=S,O"h,Cr (Cr.Coverage ratio)

Or S,=Tdes Cr/ O"h

From this, Sv is found as.

Cr is known

O"h= Already calculated

Td" =Tallow / FS

T,llow= Ultimate strength / partial factors
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2.13

Here

PF;d=partial factor for installation damage (1.1 -1.5)

1'1',,=partial factor for creep (2.0 -2.5)

PF<d=partial factor for chemical degradation (I -1.3)

PFl>d=partial factor biological degradation (1.0 -1.2)

i) Calculation of Total length -Total length will be the embedment length plus non-

acting Rankine length.

a) Calculation of embedment Iength= (Le)

S, * crh, FS pullout = 2x Le " Ci ocr, tan<j>X Cr

From the above equation Le can be found by

Le= (S, * crh" FS pullout) / (2* Ci * cr, tan<l>Cr)

b) Calculation of non acting Rankine length, (Lr)

Lr = (H-z) tan (45-<1>/2)

c) Total length of the geo grid is

L= Le+ Lr

2.14

2.15

2.16

2.8.4 Geotextile Retaining Wall

First step for designing a geotextile retaining structure is to determine magnitude and

location of active earth pressure that will active on the wall. In the GT walls, geotextiles

arc used as reinforcements the stress strain behavior of which highly time and

temperature dependent.

Here reinforcing strips are dimensioned for the horizontal pressure Ph, face panels are also

designed to withstand pressure Ph. In addition to the external stability checks as described

for RC cantilever wall in the earlier section, the design of GT walls require checks against

internal stabilities such as check against rupture of reinforcement under operating loads

and check against bond length of reinforcement into the passive zone so that they do not

pullout under external loading. The minimum depth of embedment D for such walls must
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be 0.1 H, BS8006 (1995) and AASHTOO (1997). A detail of a geotextile retaining wall is
shown in Fig. 2.35
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Fig. 2.35 Geometry and forces for the design of GT walls (After Khan 2004)

2.8.4.1 Check for Rupture of Reinforcement

The Factor of safety against reinforcement rupture may be expressed by:

Where, FS (R) = Factor of safety against reinforcement rupture

2.17

Td = Allowable design strength of reinforcement (geotextile)

Here, T"h=Wide width ultimate tensile strength of geotextile

PFrd= Partial factor for installation damage (1.1 to 1.5)

PF" = Partial factor for ensuring zero creep (2.0 to 2.5)

PFed= Partial factor for chemical degradation (1.0 to 1.3)

PFb<i= Partial factor for biological degradation (1.0 to 1.2)

Ti = Maximum tensile force in a reinforcement at hi depth from EGL

= Kar(y, hi + Wst) .S,. Sh

Ka, = Rankine's coefficient of active earth pressure of reinforced soil.
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= (1- sin <1>,)/ (1+ sin <1>,)

hi = Depth of ith layer of reinforcement from EGL

S, = Vertical spacing of reinforcement

= hr(usually)

Sh = Horizontal spacing of reinforcement

= width of wall (usually)

hr = height of facing block

wr = width of facing block

2.8.4.2 Cheek against pullout failure

The Factor of safety against pullout of the reinforcement from the passive zone due to the

external loading may be estimated by the following:

2.19

FS (p) = Factor of safety against pullout

T; = Maximum tensile foree in a reinforcement at hi depth from EGL

= Ka,(y, hi + Ws,) oS, * Sh

Tr = Pullout resisting force mobilized by the length Ipi of reinforcement

in the passive zone.

= 2* Ipi * w * cr,; * tan<l>. 2.20

Ipi= Length of reinforcement in the passive zone; > l.Om [ AASHTO

(1997), Koerner (1997)]

cr,;= Total vertical pressure at ith layer of reinforcement

<1>.= soil reinforcement friction angle

= 2/3 <1>,(usually)

It is noted that once the length of embedment, Ip is determined at any level of

reinforcement, the total length of reinforcement, Ir can be estimated as IF Ip+la; la being

the length of reinforcement in active zone as shown in Fig. 2.35 Koerner (1997) and
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AASHTO (1997) specify that the minimum length of reinforcemcnt should be 0.6H to

0.7H.

2.8.5 Anchored Earth Wall

Design approach of an anchor earth wall is similar to that of a metal strip or geotextile

walls. Here cxternal stability analysis and intcrnal stability analysis arc also similar to

those of a metal strip or geotextile walls. However in AE walls, the resistance against

pullout is mobilizcd solcly by the anchor blocks located at the cnd of reinforcement and

seated in the deeper passive zone. The analysis method and guidclines suggested by Jones

(1996), BS 8006 (1995) and NAYFAC (1982) may be adopted for the design of a AEWs.

The minimum depth of embedment D for such walls must be 0.1H, BS 8006 (1995).

FoundoLion soil

Yo, <Po. co

Fig. 2.36 Geometry and forces for the design of an AEW (After Khan 2004)

2.8.5.1 Check for Rupture of Reinforcement

Each tic rod is assumed to resist the resultant of the earth pressure acting over an area

equivalent to the area of facing block, which is connected by it. Generally the spacing of

tic rod in vertical and horizontal direction is designated as Sy and Sh shown in Fig. 2.36.

The factor of safety against reinforcement rupture is given by

FS (R) = Tdffj ; >2.5 to 3.0
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Where, FS (It) = Factor of safely against reinforcement rupture

Td = Allowable design strength of reinforcement

=As*C y

As = Cross sectional area of circular reinforcement (sacrificial thickness

must be provided from any standard code.)

fy = Yield strength of reinforcement

Ti = Maximum tensile force in a reinforcement at hi depth from EGL.

=Kar (y * hi+ WsJl * S,*Sh

Kar= Rankine coefficient of active earth pressure of reinforced soil

= (l-sin~ ) / (I +sin~ )

2.8.5.2 Check for Pullout Resistance

The Factor of safety against pullout of reinforcement via pullout of Anchor blocks may be

given by

FS (p) = T,/ Ti ; >2.5 to 3.0

Where, FS (p) = Factor of safety against pullout

2.22

Ti = Maximum tensile force in a reinforcement at hi depth from EGL.

Kar= Rankine coefficient of active earth pressure of reinforced soil

= (l-sin<l» / (1+sin<l»

T, = pullout resisting force mobilized by passive pressure on an Anchor

block

2.23

Kp= Rankine passive earth pressure coefficient.

= (1+sin<l>) / (l-sin<l»

C>, = (y * hi+ WsJl

Wb = width of the Anchor block
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hb= Height of the Anchor block

It is noted that the resistance offered by the rebar is usually insignificant and hence

ignored in estimating the factor of safety against pullout. The length of reinforcement at

any level is determined by the location of the anchor block in the passive zone. For full

passive resistance to mobilize, it is suggested that the anchor block should be placed

outside the surface making an angle ~I with the horizontal (NAVFAC 1982). But

according to the paper of Khan (Khan 2005), placement of anchor blocks just outside the

45° angles with the horizontal surface is adequate. However if it may not necessary from

calculation, a minimum of 1.0 m length of reinforcement should be used at any level.

2.8.5.3 Anchor block

After selection of size and length of tie bar it is necessary to select a particular size of

block which will face the designed pressure through tie rod and placed in the soil out side

the active zone. For a block of size hb and Wbpassive pressure in the block is

Pp= 4*kp *(y' x hi+ Ws)*hb *Wb 2.23

Again tensile force in the tie rod is Ti is calculated earlier, will be resisted by this block.

For a given factor of safety F.S, Pp is

From this PI' value thickness of block can be chosen. Anchor block with position is shown

in Fig. 2.37.

-Jt~hbx'M>
1--/-+--1

f-' / 0
/ 0

If~.-.--D
"-
ToeoftllC0011

Fig. 2.37 Location of Anchor blocks to carry the lateral load. (After Hausman 1997)
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Chapter Three

ANALSIS AND DESIGN OF A RETAINING WALL SYSTEM FOR

ACME LABORATORIES LTD. AT KALYANPUR

3.1 GENERAL

To properly design the retaining walls, one must know the basic soil parameters- that is

the unit weight, angle of internal friction and cohesion for the soil retained behind the

wall and the soil below the slab. By knowing these properties it is possible to determine

the lateral force for which the wall is to be designed. Then by using this force stability of

the wall can be checked. Secondly each component of the wall can be checked for

adequate strength and required reinforcement can also be detcrnlined for each laycr.

3.2 SITE DESCIUI'TION

A typical site was selected to carryout the case study about anchored earth wall. The site

is propcrtics of Acme Laboratories limitcd where their corporate head office is situated

and is located at plot number 1/4, Kalyanpur, at the north side of Shyamoly-Gabtalli main

road. The site is a low land about 3.5 to 4.25 m deep from nonnal road level, and it is also

clear from subsoil data that the existing soil condition is very poor. A canal is running in

the east side of the property, which is carrying wastewater from'Dhaka City Corporation.

Depth of this ditch may be approximately 20 to 25 feet (6 to 7.5 m) from main road and

10 to 13 feet (3 to 4m) from the existing site. A 16-storied commercial building is already

constructed on the north side of the plot, which would be the corporate head office as well

as storage for laboratory materials. Sand or other materials must be used to complete the

landscaping work of the rest part of the plot. If normal conventional system were

followed for leveling the site, than a major portion of the site would be lost so that it may

not serve the main objective and also in rainy season the filling materials might be

washed out by water. The project location is shown in Fig. 3.1
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Fig. 3.1 Location of the project site

So for keeping the filling materials properly in position a proper retaining system was

envisaged to save the valuable land. The objective of the case study was to study all the

existing types of wall like R.C Cantilever retaining wall, geotextiles reinforced walls,

metal strip walls or anchored earth wall and to highlight the proper type of wall with

economic benefit.

3.3 RECONAISSANCE SURVEY OF THE SITE

At first, the site was visited for getting an overall detail knowledge of the existing

condition. After visiting the site the soil condition of the site was found to be so poor that

the exact soil condition of the site was necessary. To implement a proper type of retaining

wall and also to get exact soil condition a geotechnical consulting firm was engaged to

carryout the subsoil investigation. The purposes of the subsoil investigation was as

follows,

# To determine the probable bearing capacity of the soil

# To determine the probable maximum differential settlements

# To establish the ground water table
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# To select the type and depth of foundation for given structure

# To select suitablc construction techniques

3.4 SUBSOIL INVESTIGATION

To carryout thc subsoil investigation work "[nvariants" a foundation-consulting firm was

engaged during the month of Jan.-Feb. 2002. They were responsible to earryout the

following works.

# Exccuting nine boreholes of 15 m depth.

# Standard penetration tests (SPT) values.

# Collecting disturbed and undisturbed samples of the site.

# Perfomling different field and laboratory tests.

3.4.1 Soil boring

Standard Pcnctration Tcst, cxtraction of disturbed and undisturbed samplcs according to

ASTM DI586 & D1587.

3.4.2 Standard Penetration Test

Standard penetration tests have been executed in different boreholes at each 5'(1.5 m)

dcpth interval up to the depth of 50' -0" (15.25 mi. In this test, a split spoon sampler of 2"

(50 mm) outcr dia and 1-3/8" (40 mm) inner dia, was forccd to penetratc 18 inches (450

mm), into the soil by drops of a hammer weighing 140 lbs (63 kg) falling freely from a

limited height and no. of blows for penetrating of each 6 inches (150 mm) depth of the

sampler werc recorded. The number of blows required for the last 12 inches (300mm)

penetration out of the total 18 inches (450 mm) was accepted which is known as the

standard penetration value (N -values) as specified by ASTM and is plotted the SPT

value of the particular depth. Undisturbed and disturbed samples were collected during

the tests.

Borc holes location is shown in Fig. 3.2 and bore logs of soil reports are also given as
follows.
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Fig, 3,2 Borehole location plan

Bore Hole No,-01

Soil Strata

Project;-16 storied ACME building
location :- 114, Kal an ur main road
Date:. 8/01/02

Standard Penetration Test
Value SP

0.0 ows to
enetration

o 5 10 15 20 25303540

5' o, Gray, non plastic, Sill with
sand, ML trace mica

10' ....•.

15' 2
Gray, soft, high

20' b compressible. high plastic, 2
N

fal clay
25' 2

30' 4
Trsce brown spoiled gray.

'"
soft, medium compressible,
high plastic, lean clay with

35' sand, CL 7

40' Gray to brownish. gray to 8

'- brown. loose (35' & 40' ) 10
45' medium dense 10 dense 15

silly sand
50' 28
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Bore Hole NO.-Q2

Project:-16 storied ACME building
Location :. 1/4, Kalyanpur main road
Date:- 9/01/02

Soil Strala

Gray, non plastic, Sill with
sand, ML trace mica --~,

Gray, soft, high camp., high If
plastic, lat clay, CH f

Standard Penetralion Test
Value (SPT)

NO. 01 tllOwS { 1 1101

enetralion
o 5 10 152025 30 35 40

...!£.
~

22:-
~

lo Trsce brown spoiled gray,
soft, medium camp., high
plastic, lean clay with sand,el

Gray, soft, high
compressible, high plastic,

fat clay CH

:'; "
Gray, medium dense, silty ,1i:~;i:;,.i;

sand $M trace mica:::,!";:'1

~
clay

6

2

1

2

3

6

11

15

~~
sill

1\
fimlllll
organic
o
sand

Bore Hole No,-03

Project:-16 storied ACME building
location :- 1/4. Kalvanour main road
Oale:-10/01/02

1\

No. of blows 11 ft of penetralion

o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

SIandard Penelration Test Value
(5pn

2

7

3

2

2

2

8

16

15

17

Soil Strata

Gray, non plastic, Silty
sand, SM, trace mica

, "

Gray to granish light, i'r:~
yellow, loose to medium ~::':';-!:'!

dense, silly sand SM, I~,~i:i!::~j;~,
tracc mica I~:!;:i~~!'-':':

D0'" nrov h;nh

compressible, sandy
elastic sill, MH.

CoTr:~~,Ii~I~~b~~~~~~~~k~1111"llll
plastiC, orgamc clay WIth i,

25' i£ sand, OH

~ in Gray, non plastIC sIll with ~
22::1-

~
~ ~
~
50'
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Project-16 sloried ACME building
Location :- 114,Kalyanpur main road

Bore Hole No.-04 Dale:-10/01/02

~ ~ Standard Penelration Test.., ~ Soil Strata '" Value rSPTl• .25 c
0._ ~ ~ No. 01olows /1 1101u•• ;S 002 '" oenelration

--, 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
Black and gray mixed

~5' '" (al 5' ), Irace brown

~

2~
spotted gray, sill with

-.!.Q:... sand, ML 1

-
.J.£ Gray, soft, high -- 2

" compressible, medium .~
~ plastic, elastic silt with === 2

sand, MH -E.. 2

" Gray, non plastic,~ - 2
sandy silt, ML,trace

35' I<- mica . ~..- 6-= ::Iii
~ yellow ishbrown,loose ( 13

'- 35') to medium dense f'...~ to dense sand,silty I", 23
sand, SM trace mica

. ",;'''' "-
50' 34

~
clay

~
silt

IimIDO
organic

EJ
sand

Project-16 storied ACME building
Location :-1/4, KAIVAnourmAin road

Bore Hole No.-OS Dafe:-12/01/02

~ ~ Standard Penetration Test Value.., ~ Soil Strata ~ rSPTl•.c c15._ ~ ~• • u 0 No. of blows /1 ft of penetration02 :s '"
f---, a 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Dark gray, soft, medium
5' compressibfe,high , 2f-"- '" plastic,fean clay with

~
, ,A ~,' 2

~ 6
Trace light broun & black

~ " gray, high compo, high 7
N plastic, organic clay with

sand,OH
2' /~

~ 3 \

."_..-
~

:"
9 \

Gray 10granish light,

~ '" yellow, loose to medium 17 "'-
dense, silty sand SM,

~ Irace mica 28 "-

50' 37 N
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Project-16 storied ACME building
Location :- 1/4. Kalyanpur main road

Bore Hole NO..06 Oale:-13/01/02

w w Standard Penetration Test.5 w Soil Strata ~" Value (SPTI5 c
'" ~0.- U

" " ;S 0 No. of blows /1 ft of penetrationo,2! m

- 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40- -
5' Trace brown spotted I~ 1~ '" gray. soft, high camp.

~
sandy elastic silt, MH.

1

Trace brown spotted:~ '" gray to gray, silt with 3
sand, ML.

~ 5
Black spotted gray,

~
soft, high 4compressible, high

'" plastic, sandy fat clay,30' ~ 5-=- CH (close 10OH group
\

35' ~
i"

g-=-
40' Gray to brown, loose 8
~

'[i':"")
--I--"- dense. silty sand. SM

~ 30 --lrace mica
50' 33 1\

clay

i=I
~
silt •organic c:J

sand

Projecl:.16 sloried ACME building
location;. 1/4. KalvanDur main road

Boro Hole NO.-07 Oale;-14/01/021

• • Standard Penetration Test Value
.5 • Soil Strata ~" (SPTl,; c

'" ~0._ U No. of blows /1 ft of penetration" " £; 0
o,2! OJ

~f
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

5' Gray, soft, high 1~
;, compressible. high plastic, '

-.!.Q:...
o. 1fat clay with sand, CH

~ 4

~ 2

~ '" Black spotted gray, soft. .1 II 3~
high compressible, high !.> plastic, sandy organic sill,

'II1.1.30' OH 5-=-
~ 13 1\

~
Gray, loose to medium. ". 14 \", dense 10 dense, silly sand.o.

""
~ SM trace mica 32 --I--
5Q' .':.)' 33 \
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Bore Hole NO.-OB

Project-16 storied ACME building
Location :. 1/4, Kalyanpur main road
Oate:-15/01l02 I

Gray to dark gray(at ====
10') to gray. silt with -

Co sand (only silt at15') -
ML (noticeable _
plasticity at 15')

Soil Strata

Blackish gray,soft, hOgh
camp., highplastic,
organic silt oMUl

sand.OH.
Dark gray, soft, mode
rate camp., medium
plastic, lean clay with

11111111/

2

5

3

4

5

9

Standard Penetration Test
Value (SPT)

No. of blows 11 ft of penetration

o 5 10 15 2025 30 35 40

\

1\
10

" 13

25 "-,,-

,:,,": 35 "'" "'"

- I~....I - ~
clay silt organic sand

Projecl:-16 storied ACME building
location :-1/4, Kalvanpur main road
Oate:-14/01/021

Gray loose (at 30', 35'
M ) to medium dense to
N dense (at 50' ), silly

sand, SM trace mica

Bore Hole NO.-09

~ ~ Standard Penetration Test.< ~ Soil Strata ~
Value (spnID !2~ c0.- ~ ~

~l! ~ 0 No. of blows /1 ft of penetration
OJ

- 0 5 10 1520 25 3035 40

5' Gray, soft, high 2--"-
10' :c compressible, high plastic, 4--"'- fat clay with sand, CH

~ ' ' 3
Blackish gray,high camp. :,1111111

" high plastic, organic clay

~ ,ah .onrl' ,,~ 2

Gray ( Trace black spotted

~
organic at 25' & 30' ), soft

2" moderate camp., high
plastic, lean clay with sand,el

30' 3-=:;1.-
,ii"',i

f'~ 14
Gray, medium dense to

15~ '" dense (alSO'), silly sand,

'!1;!':':"!1

-
~

SM trace mica 28 .......

50' 32

~ ~ Wutl!!l CJ--
clay silt organic sand
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Table 3.1 SPT value for nine boreholes

Dept
h
inter For For For For For For For For For
vai Bh-1 Bh-2 Bh-3 Bh-4 Bh-5 Bh-6 Bh-7 Bh-8 Bh-9

RL. (- S.P.T. S.P.T. S.P.T. S.P.T. S.P.T. S.P.T. S.P.T. S.P.T. S.P.T.16'0")

ft ft

5 5.00 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
5 10.00 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 5 4
5 15.00 2 6 2 2 6 3 4 3 3
5 20.00 2 2 2 2 7 5 2 4 2
5 25.00 2 1 3 2 2 4 3 5 2
5 30.00 4 2 7 2 3 5 5 9 3
5 35.00 7 3 8 6 9 9 13 10 14
5 40.00 8 6 15 13 17 9 14 13 15
5 45.00 15 11 16 23 28 30 32 25 28
5 50.00 28 15 17 34 37 33 33 35 32

3.4.3 Soil Sampling

From the details of nine boreholes it is found that the top part of the existing soil of the

site is mainly silt with sand except borehole bh"5 and bh-7 where the soil is inorganic fat

clay or lean clay. Then a fat clay or lean clay layer is present which is from the RL-7m to

RL-5m, except bh-5 and bh-7. Bottom layer of nine boreholes are same with slight

difference in elevation of layers. This layer is mainly silty sand with mica for all

boreholes. This layer is started with the RL above 8m to 15.5m and ended with the RL

20m to RL 21m.

From the nine borehole data it can be concluded that the site contains mainly the sandy

silt in the upper layer. But in the lower layer of the boreholes, it is simply silty sand with

mica. A minor thickness of organic clay layer is also present in some part of the project

site.

3.4.4 Extraction of Distnrbed Soil

Soil samples in the disturbed status have been extracted at each 1.5 m interval up to the

depth of 15.25m for each borehole. After extraction, these soil samples have duly been

classified in site to help stratification of the soil layers and also preserved for carrying out

laboratory test.
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3.4.5 Extraction of undisturbed Soil

Both the index and engineering properties of soil were greatly affected by the disturbance

of the soil samples; so samples of undisturbed condition wcre preferred to perform certain

laboratory tests. This eventually helped to evaluate the bearing capacity and other geo-

tcchnical propertics of the soil. These types of samples were collected only in possible

and necessary cascs.

3.4.6 Index properties

This includes the information of liquid limit (LL), plastic limit «PL) and grain sIze

analysis of soil sample. LL, PL and PI of nine boreholes arc also analyzed which are

shown in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Index properties of borehole for different location

BH- Sample! Oepth Limit Grain size
NO feet LL PL IPI Sand Silt Clay

02/10' 37.5 NP 29 66 5
UOI1l3'-15'

131'1-1 03/15' 67.8 21.7 46 14 65 21
06/30' 42.4 15.3 27.0 23 61 16
02/10' 79.6 31.9 47.7
03/15' 43.1 21.1 22 21 64 15

BH-2 04/20' 72.3 24.4 47.9 12 65 23
06/30' 89.4 29.2 60.2
03/15' 66.9 43.3 23.6 42 46 12
04/20' wet 82.0 43.3 38.6 28 45 27

BH.3 04120'drv 59.2 28.8 30.4
OS/25' 29.9 NP
01/5' 36.9 NP 21 73 6
03115' 53.8 36.1 17.6 27 60 13

BH-4 OS/25' 47.2 33 14.2 33 56 II
09/45' 57 43
01/5' 49 26 23 29 64 7

BH-5 UOI/12.5'-14'
04/20' 53.7 NP 29 64 7
01/5' 51.2 28.8 22.4
03/15' 45 35 10
OS/25' wet 74.4 32 42.4 38 43 19

I3H-6 OS/25' dry 58.3 42.8 15.4
08/40' 64 36
02/10' wet 59.7 20 39.7 20 65.6 14.4
02/10' dry 52.8 20 32.8

BH.7 04120' wet 99.5 54.1 45.3 39 53.8 7.1
04/20' dry 62.5 41.2 21.3
08/40' 58.5 41.5

BH-8 01/5' 28.9 71.1
03/15' 46.3 34.8 11.5 7.5 92.4
04/20' wet 123.6 50 73.6
04/20' dry 49.6 25.8 23.8
OS/25' 5.2 94.8
05/40'

I3H-9 03/15'wct 94.5 57.1 37.3
03/15' dry 56.6 34.1 22.4
04/20' 49.1 25.3 23.7 26.4 73.6
OS/25' 85.5 NP 23.4 65.6 II

09/45' 86.2 13.8

3.4,7 Engineering properties

The engineering properties of the subsoil fonnation of the site have been evaluated on the

basis of laboratory tests such as direct shear test, unconfined compression test, and

consolidation test.
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Direct shear test was performed for the borehole no. bh-3 at a depth of 17.5 feet (5.30m)

level, which was marked as sample no UO-2. Then consolidated undrained direct shear

test was done to get the required data. Then shear stress versus shear displacement and

peak shear slress versus normal slress graph were made with the help of this test data. The

value of cohesion and angle of internal friction of soil sample were found from the second

graph as 12 kPa and 17° respectively.

Consolidation test was carried out for the soil sample of borehole BH-l at depth 13-15

feet (4-4.5m), BH-5 at depth 12.5-14 feet (3.8-4.25m) and BH-7 at depth 18-20 feet (5.5-

6m). A graph was made against void ratio versus pressure and another by coefficient of

consolidation (Cv) versus pressure by the above three sample. From the graph, value of

compression index (Ce) was found as 0.27,0.19, and 0.81 and also void ratio (eo) was

1.10, 0.83, and 2.39 respectively.

3.4.8 Proposed Retaining Wall Systems

Extcmally stabilized walls and internally stabilized walls arc the main solution from

which a particular type of wall can be provided in the selected site. The proposed type of

walls may be the R.C cantilever wall (externally stabilized) and anchored earth walls,

metal strip reinforced walls or the geotextile reinforced walls, which arc the internally

stabilized walls.

reed

.15m •. 15m •. lm concrel •..
Anchor block3m. 3m. 2m

con,,,,t'" lacing bloCK r
12 mm dio ms bar

Horizontal spacing _.Jm

,3m

\ Reinto

f: fill

I,J.Joo . I.,' ,

, ~
9th

~OCklili sand

350.J50 mm size
ile of 9.1Sm Ie"

,,,,infO/cemenl

,

R.C cantilever wall
Anchored Earth walls

Fig. 3.3a R.C cantilever wall Fig. 3.3b A.E wall
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Fig. 3.3 Proposed Retaining Wall systems

3.5 ANALYSIS AND DESIGN WORK

Fig. 3.3c Gcotextile reinforced walls Fig: 3.3d Metal strip walls

3.5.1 Analysis and design of different types of retaining wall

At this stage the case study was involved with the analysis and design of different type of

retaining walls and finally selection of a particular type of wall for the site. In this study

the main design work of RC cantilever walls, MS walls, GT walls, and AE walls was

made on the basis of paper of Khan (Khan 2004) and also the method and guideline

outlined by Das (1990), Koerner (1997) and AASHTO (1997). The MS walls have been

designed based on the method proposed by Das (1990). The thickness of the metal strips

used has been determined on the basis of corrosion allowance recommended by Jones

(1996), BSS006 (1995) Das (1990). The geometry of RC cantilever walls was made by

satisfying the external stabilities, on the basis of criterion and method given by Das

(1990) and the theory of the paper of Khan (Khan, 2004). The bearing capacity of the

subsoil was very low. Therefore group of piles was designed to support the retaining wall.

The reinforcements required withstanding the critical stresses developed in the toe; heel

and the stem have been determined on the basis of calculation method proposed by
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Bowles (1988). But MS walls, GT walls, and AE walls were designed according to the

paper of Khan (Khan, 2004). A geotextile encapsulated sand mattress was overlayed on

the pile group to keep the filling sand, which would be required after completion of the

construction work. This type of mat was required both for externally and internally

stabilized wall to reduce the settlement of the filling materials. Data used during the

design of different types of walls are given in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 Design parameter used in the design work of different types of retaining wall.

Soil

properties

YSal = 18.85 kN/ Ymoist = 14.1 YWal = 9.81

kN/mJ

Concrete = Reinforcement Surcharge load = 14.36

17 kPa =275 kPa kPa

3.5.2 Outcome of the case study

The outcome designs of the walls are detailed in this section. For the required height of

14 feet (4.25 m), Design dimension of differ en I types of retaining walls were provided in

the Table 3.3. These values were taken by satisfying structural safety of the walls. Detail

drawings of different designed walls are shown in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5.

Table 3.4 Dimension of Designed R.C cantilever wall

I-I(m) T (mm)

4.25 300

Sw (mm) Hw (m ) B( m )

400 1.400 2.30

-.

P (%)

1.7

Backfill sand

reinforcement

R.C cantilever wall

O.b'"--_ . .. Q ......u-
,

- dJ [J
I

- L!J 0,
"'-.

I USn I
plan of mot

<
"

350 by 350 mm sizes
pile of 9.15m length

Fig.3.4 R.C cantilever. Wall
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Detail calculations of the design arc given in appendix

Table 3.5 Dimension ofInternal stabilized retaining walls

H (m) Type of wall LI( m) L2(m) Nl (no) N2( no) LX(m)

4.25 MS walls 4.9 3.65 8 6 4.9

4.25 GTwalls 4.9 3.65 8 6 4.9

4.25 AE walls 4.9 3.65 8 6 4.9

12 mm dio ms bar
HoriZontal spacing ••. 3m

Retained
filt

extile
resses

o mm sizes
9.15m length

.3m)(.3mll.2m concrete
focing block

~ Geolexlile reinforcement

p.Jm

,
" .. '

'\.- ..

"

9 "':-".,1
~I~ '_~G'OI; .

~Molt

I~O
pile 01

. Reinforced
fill

200)(200 mm sizes
pile of 9.15m length

Geolextile
of ~ Mollresses

. 15mlC. 15mlC.l m concrete
Anchor block

.3m

.Jm~.Jmx.2m
concrete facing block

Fig. 3.5a A.E wall Fig. 3.5b Geotextile reinforced walls
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.Jm~.Jm~.2m
concrete facing blOCk

Metol strip reinforcement

, ", p.Jm L2.~mm'th.'ll~ mm
I e metol strip

ef~ IT

~I j.,>,,): .. Geotextile
~ ~ottresses

Fig. 3.5c Metal strip walls

Fig. 3.5 Internally stabilized walls

3.5.3 Cost Comparison of different types of Walls

To select the particular type of retaining walls for the proposed site a cost comparison

was also made among the designed walls. Cost estimation was made considering the

market price of the construction materials as givcn in the Table 3.6.
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Table 3.6 Markct price of materials at the year of 2003

Dcscription of itcms Rate (Taka) Unit Rate (Taka)
According to PWD

Sand 425 Cum 470

Ccmcnt 180 Bag 250

Stonc chips 1875 Cum 2295

Brick chips 1235 Cum 1200

Concrete (normal) 3550 Cum 4140

Concrete (for wall) 5650 Cum 7150

Pilc with driving
880 m 1022

(350 by 350 mm)

Pile with driving
375 m 420

(200 by 200 mm)

Geotextile 182 Sqm

Reinforcement 23500 Tones 22660

Table 3.7 Cost of diffcrcnt types of walls for a selected height (including backfill).

Height Total cost in (taka) / m

(M) RC cantilever AE walls MS walls GT walls
4.25 Actual price 98340 64977 69500 59983

PWD price 113825 82446 84450 72765

Table 3.8 Percent of cost savings of the internally stabilized walls compared to the

externally stabilized wall (R.C cantilever)

Height Perccnt savings (%) With respect to R.C cantilever

(M) AE walls MS walls GT walls
4.25 Actual pricc 34 29.5 39

PWD price 27.5 25.8 36
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From the above Table 3.7 and Table 3.8, it is clear that an internally stabilized wall over

the R.C cantilever is economical. Savings of these three types of walls over the RC

cantilever (Conventional) is mainly the saving of huge concrete and the reinforcement

steel, which is the main component of R.C cantilever wall. These two things make the

significant difference between the total cost of the RC cantilever walls and the other three

types of wall. Although the internally stabilized walls are cheaper but AE walls and OT

walls arc the most suitable candidate for the selected site as both of this two types of wall

is cheaper then the other two type of walls. OT walls are cheaper and easier to construct

but objective of the case study was also to use the type of wall dependent on the materials

available on the local market. In recent time though some geotextilc products are

manufactured locally, but geotextilc fibers are imported from abroad to produce

gcotextilc. On the other hand, all components of anchored earth walls either are available

in the local market or can be made on site. So finally, AE walls were selected to

implement for the selected site. Before implementation of the walls detail analysis like

bearing capacities, settlement of the lower layer of soil was also carried out.

3.5.4 Evaluation of Bearing Capacities

The main objective for constructing the wall was to retain the backfill of the site. Again

the height of this backfill was approximately 14 feet (4.25m). So details analysis of the

existing soil was necessary whether it would be capable to bear the backfill sand and also

the constructed wall. The first step ofthis work was to find out the bearing capacity of the

soil. Bearing capacity of soil was evaluated from the basis of parameters of soil such as

the values of cohesion and the angle of internal friction as obtained from the laboratory

tests. These are done by considering the general equation of bearing capacities of soil as

suggested by Tcrzaghi (Soil Mechnics, 1943).

Table 3.9 Bearing capacities of soil at 5 feet (1.5 m) depth

Bearing capacities of soil at each borehole

Name of bore Bh- Bh- Bh- Bh- Bh- Bh- Bh- Bh- Bh-

hole 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09

Value of bearing 18.9 18.9 36.9 36.9 36.9 18.9 18.9 36.9 36.9

capacity (kPa)
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3.5.5 Scttlcmcnt analysis of subsoil from cxplorcd soil data

Sctllcment calculation of the soil of thc sclected projcct was carricd out by taking the

weight of 14 feet (4.25m) backfill of sand. This calculation was performed for the

borcholc location of bh-I, bh-2, bh-5, and bh-7. The calculatcd valucs arc given in the

Table 3.10.

Tablc 3.10 Settlemcnt for diffcrent boreholcs

Borchole Bh-1 Bh-3 Bh-5 Bh-7

no.

Scttlcmcnt 200 165 188 168(mm)

3.5.6 Selection of fonndation Type

Aftcr settlcment analysis it is clear that the cxisting subsoil was not capable to bear the

load of backfill sand. To rcducc thc scttlcmcnt of backfill it was dccidcd to provide pile

for transferring the load of backfilling sand to the lower hard soil layer. But considering

the economic benefit and ease of construction precast concrete piles was selected for the

site.

3.6 Bearing Capacity of foundation

Capacity of pilc was calculated using the SPT data, which was previously collcctcd from

ninc borcholcs. Calculation was made on thc basis of data using thc method followed by

Tomlinson (Pile Design and Construction practice, Fourth edition, 1993). Capacities of a

30 feet (9.15m) length pile for different nine locations are given in the Table 3.11.

Table 3.11 Allowable load carrying capacity of 30 feet (9.15m) length pile in nine

boreholes (F.S-2)

Borehole no. Bh-I Bh-2 Bh-3 Bh-4 Bh-5 Bh-6 Bh-7 Bh-8 Bh-9

Capacity (ton) 11.7 9.66 11.9 11.1 12.2 11.7 11.5 15.4 14.5
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3.6.1 Geotechnical Design of Foundation

A precast pile of sizes 200 mm by 200 mm and length 9.15m was taken for the site to

fulfill the requirement. From the soil exploration data it was found that the above sized

pile was capable to bear a safe load of 8.44 tons. Again if center-to-center spacing of pile

is taken 1.2 m and another pile was provided in the middle of these four piles so that each

pile was to face a vertical load of approximately 6.75 ton which was coming from the

filling soil.

3.6.2 Design of Reinforcement

The amount of main reinforcement provided in the piles was determined from the

bending moments which would be occurred in the pile when it would be lifted from its

casting bed to the driving area. After fulfilling the all design criteria it was provided

sufficient reinforcement in the pile to withstand the flexural and tensile stresses, which

would occur during handling and driving case. Again lateral ties were also provided to

confine the longitudinal bars and also to withstand the shear stress that would develop in

the pile

8' t
412mmdia

Fig 3.6 Section of pile

3.6.3 Capacity of pile from pile driving data

During driving time of pile the required number of falling hammer was recorded so that

capacity of pile can be judged. By using this driving data, capacity of pile was calculated

on the basis of "Engineering news formula".

Capacities of pile found by driving formula are given in the following Table 3.12

Table 3.12 Capacities of pile found from driving formulas
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Name Bore hole with capacity of pile

Pile no P31 P34 P35 P36 P40 P85 P89-A

Capacity

(Ton)

7.4 7.8 7.8 7.9 8.2 8.1 7.9

3.6.4 Capacity of pile from load test

Theoretical calculation of pile load carrying capacity IS not reliable. Before

implementation of pile it was decided to confirm the capacity of pile by load test

procedure. Pile load test was done for two different piles at different locations, which

were marked as for first pile TP-l, and the second one as TP-2. Details of this two load

tests related data are described in two different graphs which is shown in Fig.3.7 and Fig.

3.8. From load-settlement graph ultimate capacity for TP-j and TP-II arc found to be 20

and 30 ton respectively. After considering a factor of safety of 2, the safe load carrying

capacity of these two piles became 10 and IS tons respectively. These values were safe

side to the design values of7.5 tons and were accepted for the project site.

Gross settlement curve for Tp.1

,

\
i
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E
::- 20 ,c~
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~ ,
~
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o

Fig. 3.7 Settlement vs. Load for pile TP.j
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Gross settlement curve for TP-II
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Fig, 3,8 Settlement vs, Load for pile Tp.II

3.7 Design of pile cap on the top of piles

Pile cap was provided to carry the load of backfill materials and transfcr this load through

thc pilc into (hc lowcr hard laycr. Pilc in thc wholc sitc was placcd at a distancc of 4 fcct

ccntcr to ccntcr in cach direction and an extra pile in the middle of every four piles. From

calculation it is found that approximately 6.75 tons or 13.54 kips loads were coming on

each pile. If these loads were uniformly distributed over the entire area than 1.75 ksf (83.8

kPa) loads would act on the pile cap. Normal R.C.C. pile cap and geotextile encapsulated

sand mattress type pile cap were designed and compared, and finally the pile cap using

geotextile was implemented in the site.

3.7.1 Pile cap design (Conventional R.C.C system)

In this system depth of pile cap and also required rcinforcement were calculated from

analysis data and then size and spacing of reinforcement were provided as per

requirement. Then cost estimation was prepared by using R.C.C materials. which was

found 6210 tk. per sqm only (including pile). (Costing was made considering the market

price of materials in the year of 2003). Details drawing showing pile are shown in Fig,

3.9.
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Fig.3.9 R.C,C. Pile cap (Conventional)

3.7.2 Pile cap design (Using Geotextile)

Two layers of geotextiles were used to support the filling sand above this cap and than to

transfer the load to the lower hard stratum. First layer of geotextile was placed above the

leveled ground surface and then two 600 mm thick sand layer was placed by compacting

in 150mm thick in each layer. After placing of sand a second layer of geotextile was

placed on the top of the sand. Bottom and top layer of geotextile was sewed at their

edges; as a result this filling sand was kept inside the geotextile, After using gcotextiles

materials in the pile cap a cost estimation was made which was only taka 5780 per sqm

(including pile), Detail drawing of pile cap with pile is shown in Fig,3.10.

COMPACTED SAND, fill. GEOTEXTILE

200X200 PRECAST PILE

or 9.15 IA LENGTH

Portiol pion or pile

Fig, 3,10 Pile cap (using geotextile)
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3.8 Concluding remark

Anchored earth wall was finally accepted for the selected site as beneficial in respect to

costing. Again geotextile mattress was also implemented on the top of pile instead of

R.C.C pile cap to reduce settlement of filling sand and also for taking advantage of cost

saving and case of construction.
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Chapter Four

CONSTRUCTION AND PERFORMANCE MONITORING OF AN

ANCHORED EARTH WALL FOR ACME LABORATORIES LTD.

4.1 GENERAL

Alier cost comparison, anchored earth wall was accepted for construction in the site.

Construction work was started after completion of design work of the project. First phase

of construction work were preparation of piles, pile cap, facing block, anchorage and

anchor block and also preparation of anchoring plate. Several number of wooden

form work for preparing facing block and anchor block were also made before starting of

construction work. Again for preparation of pile, steel shutter were also collected before
casting of piles .

4.2 LOAD TEST OJ, THE PILE

The pile load test was done before starting driving of piles to confirm the capacity of pile

whether it would be able to carry the design load or not. To do this work "Invariants-Icon

engineering IV" a foundation engineering firm was engaged to perform the load test

work. Two points were selected at two different locations and piles were driven at that

location, and also dial gauge for reading the value of displacement was calibrated from

BUET. Both the piles were tested at the loading range of 40,000 Kg. The main objectives

of the pile load test were to determine

# The settlement under working load condition and

# Finally for verifying that proposed pile arc acceptable for the site.

The load test of pile included the following work

i) Placing of loading platform at the test pile location, and than sand bags

was placed on the platform.

ii) Providing the reference beam, and finally finishing the pile top for the seat

of hydraulic jack, installation of pile collar, placing of jack, dial gauge and

taking of strain gauge reading etc.
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4.2.1 Loading Procednre

After properly setting of equipment load test was started with the initial loading value of

10,000 Kg for a time of 30 minutes. Then the load was increased with the first and second

incremental value of 10,000 to 15,000 Kg and 15,000 to 20,000 Kg and was kept for a

time of 30 minutes and 60 minutes respectively. Third increment was from 20,000 to

24,042 Kg for the time of 70 minutes. In every increment of load, dial gauge readings

were recorded for every alternative ten minutes interval. Then the load was decreased for

the first time from 24,042 to 15,000 Kg and was kept for 60 minutes and every 20

minutes interval dial gauge readings were recorded. By this way for the first pile, load test

settlement data was recorded. In this similar way, second pile load test was also

performed.

The pressure gauge used in the project has range of 0-600 kglem2
, and strain gauge range

was 10 mm/division and the reference beam used was 16 feet (4.9m) long.

According to BNBC 1993, a settlement criterion for the load is not more than 0.00028

mm/kg or 20 mm at allowable load. This criterion was used to determine the load

capacity of test piles. The pile load test result is described in Chapter Three.

4.3 Effects of driving pile in the soil

As pile was driven throughout the project site, naturally it may cause subsidence or

compaction of the soil-

4.3.1 Subsidence

Vibration due to driving of pile in loose sand causes compaction of the sand,

consequently the soil may settle. In saturated fine sand and silt, these shocks may

introduce catastrophically subsidence; such type of behavior was not found in the site.

4.3.2 COIllpaetion

Sand and gravel within a lateral distance of about three diameters of the pile and two

diameters below the tip is largely compacted due to the displacement of pile,

consequently, a pile group in sand behaves as a rigid block of compacted soil. This type

of effect in the soil after driving of pile may be identified by the plate load test.
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4.4 I'LA TE LOAD TEST TO KNOW THE BEARING CAl' ACITY OF SOIL

Piles arc driven in a site to carry the load of any structure or existing objects that arc

placed on top of the pile. Another effect of driving pile is to improve the soil condition of

the site. Whether the soil condition is improved or not was verified by the plate load test.

Commonly after driving of pile in any location, make the soil denser. As loose soil

become dense, the bearing capacity will be increased.

Plate load test was performed on subsoil in between driven piles. It was carried out to find

out the allowable bearing capacity and to sec whether the bearing capacity of soil was

improved after the installation of the piles or not.

Plate load test was performed at two different location of the site. For location one (PLT-

I) maximum induced pressure was found 107.25 kPa for settlement of 16 mm where as in

the 2nd location (PLT-II) was done up to a maximum pressure causing settlement about

20mm for which pressure was found 171.2 kPa. This test was non repetitive and was done

according LoASTM D 1196.

Materials, insltuments and works that were involved for the platc load test was as follows

i) Placing of loading platform

ii) Placing of sand bag on platform

iii) Installation of reference beam

iv) Preparation of the test area, placing of plate, jacking and setting dial gauge etc.

v) Rccording oftimc, load and scttlcmcnt data during loading and unloading.

4.4.1 Plate Load Test l'rocedure

The working procedure of plate load test was as follows

i) At first it was cxcavated a pit to a required depth and then the tcst was performed.

The test pit was four times as wide as the plate and to the depth the foundation is

to be placed.

ii) When a load was placed on the platc, settlemcnts wcre rccorded from dial gauge

accuratcly to 0.25 mm. Obscrvations was donc on incremental load until the rate

of settlcmcnt was beyond the capacity of the dial gauge. Increments of load were

nomlally considercd one fifth of the cstimatcd bearing capacity of the soil.
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Intcrvals of time for loading were not less than I hour and were approximately of

the same duration for all the load incremcnt.

iii) The test was continued until a total settlement of 20 mm reached, or until the

capacity of the testing apparatus was reached. After the load was released, the

elastic rebound of thc soil was recorded for the same time at least cqual to the

time duration of a load increment.

4.4.2 Result of plate load test

Plate load test data are shown in Fig-4.1 and Fig-4.2.
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Fig. 4.1 Settlement VS. Load for pile PLT-I
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Fig. 4.2 Settlement VS. Load for pile PLT-II

At PLT.I for the applied load of 109 kPa settlements was found around 16 mm, which

was the maximum applied load. From this value it can be concluded that ultimate bearing
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capacity for thc location is 1.09 kg/cm2
, which is cquivalcnt to the valuc of 107 kPa. So

allowablc bearing capacity is 35.64 kPa for the F.S 00.

At PLT-I1 for the maximum applied load of 3300 kg or 195 kPa settlement was 20.25

mm. So for 20mm settlement the required load was 175 kPa, which was found from the

graph. This 175 kPa, which was found from curve, is equivalent to 171.2 kPa. So the

allowable bearing capacity is 57.1 kPa considering F.S of 3.

Before driving piles, bearing capacity calculated from SPT data was around 16.75 kPa.

From the above two test it can be concluded that after driving of piles bearing capacity of

soil was improved.

4.5 CONSTRUCTION OF GEOTEXTILE MATRESS

At the end of driving pile, the site was cleaned to construct geotextilc mattress on the top

of pile. Then the site was leveled with filling sand on the top of pile and was compacted

by a compactor machine. Any undulation of the site was removed during this work. Then

the rolled geotextiles were unrolled and placed above the leveled surface. After placing of

geotextile sands were placed on the top of geotextile in layers. Each layer was uptol50

mm and was compacted by a compactor machine. By this way a total depth of 600 mm

was achieved. Then a second layer of geotextile was placed above the top of the sand.

The second layer of geotextile was overlap with the previous placed first layer of

geotextile and was sewed so that this two layer was connected each other like a pocket

and the sand kept inside the geotextile.

4.6 CONSTRUCTION OF ANCHORED EARTH WALL

After completion of geotextile-encapsulated mattress on the piles, construction of AE

walls was started. In the following sub sections important features of this construction arc

described.

4.6.1 Components of Vertical Wall

Component of reinforced earth walls arc footing pad, facing block, anchor block,

reinforcing tcndon and backfilling materials (sand).
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4.6.1.1 Footing pad of AE wall

To bcar thc vertical load of facing units a footing pad was provided just bellow the facing

blocks. Footing pad was a cast in situ concrete of dimension 450mm wide and 300mm

thick. Tcmperature and shrinkage reinforcement was used for this pad. Fig. 4.3 shows the

dctails of preparation offooting pad.

Fig. 4.3 Construction of footing pad of AE wall

4.6.1.2 Prcparation of concrete facing block

Facing block was provided on the top of the footing pad to protect the backfilling

matcrials like sand from washed away. The shape and dimcnsion of facing blocks are

shown in Fig. 4.6a. Aftcr placing of thc block it bccomc the part of a vertical wall.
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Fig. 4.4a Detail Sizes of facing block for AE wall
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Fig. 4.4b Prcparation of facing block for AE wall

II was made of concrctc having dimension 600x300x150. Here dimcnsion 600mm is the

length, 300mm is the height and 150mm is the width of blocks. The concrete facing

blocks were prcpared before the starting of construction works. Wooden formworks of

required sizes were made before the preparation of blocks. Fresh concretes werc poured

into the form works. Preparation of facing blocks is shown in Fig. 4.4b. After getting

hardened they were removed from the formwork and are kept in a curing chamber for

curing. Interlocking between two blocks was made by keeping male part in two sides and

female part in another two sides. A hole was also provided just middle of the facing unit

to entcr the connector to it and thus the anchorage blocks could provide sufficient support

by holding it. So thc facing unit cannot move outward by sliding failure. In every

alternate fourth block a weep hole was also provided for drainage purpose.

4.6.1.3 Prcparation of Concrctc Anchor Block

Anchor blocks were provided in the passive zone to keep the facing block in position

through the reinforcement. It was prepared by using concrete of dimension 150x150x100.

Wherc the dimension 150mm is the length, another 150mm is the height and 100mm is

the thickness of block. The shape and dimension of anchor block is shown in Fig. 4.5a.

Anchor blocks were prepared in the same way as like of facing blocks. Preparation of

anchor blocks arc shown in Fig. 4.5b
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100

Fig. 4.5a Detail size of anchor block for AE wall

Fig. 4.5b Curing works progresses of anchor blocks

4.6.1.4 Placing of Facing Block, Rcinforcing Tcndon & Anchor Block

Reinforcing tendon was provided to carry the load from the facing blocks [0 the anchor

blocks. From the design consideration it was made of 12 mm dia plain rcinforcement bar.

Construction work of the anchor earth wall was started with the casting of footing pad.

After casting of footing pad, facing blocks were placed in a layer just above the top of the

footing pad. Than sand was placed and compacted by compactor machine in layer-by-

layer up to the middle height of facing block. Each layer of filling sand was of 150mm

thick. I'M of sand was 1.5 to 2.5. Then the reinforcing tendon was placed at the top of the

compacted sand level one end of which passed through thc hole of the facing block and
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was locked by anchor plate of designed sizes (75 by75mm) and thickness (18 mm). The

other end of the tendon was connectcd in the same manner with the anchor blocks placed
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Fig. 4.6. Construction Processes of AE wall.

at the passive zone. Distance of anchor block from the facing block was predetermined

previously in the time of design work. By repeating of placing facing blocks and the other

component one by one a complete layer of wall was completed. Then the facing block

was taken for the construction of second layer of wall. At this stage facing blocks were

placcd just above thc first layer of facing blocks. For interlocking of blocks, tcc of one

block was inscrtcd into thc u groovc of anolhcr block so that thcrc wcre no gap between

the two blocks but it scemed to be a unity. By repeating this process for several times

construction of thc l4fcet (4.25m) height of the wall was complcted. Each layer of the

facing block including reinforcing tendon covered a height of 300mm. So this repeating

proccss was continuing for 14 times. For the lowcr 8 layers, lcngth of thc reinforcing

tendon was 12 feet (3.65m) whereas for the top six layers it was height of 16 feet (4.9m).

Progrcsscs of works are shown in Fig. 4.7.
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Fig. 4.7 Work progress by placing facing block above the footing pad, placing of

reinforcing tendon and compaction of sand by compactor machine.
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4.7 MONOTORING OF TIlE WALL DURING CONSTRUCTION

During constmction period supervision work was carried out properly as this type of

work was a new concept for practicing engineers of Bangladesh. Deflection of wall may

occur due to failure of the anchor or anchor blocks or facing blocks or even losing of nut.

After filling of sand, anchor block may slip and move into the outward direction due to

tension created by the facing block. As a result facing block would also move outward.

So deflection of the wall in the outward direction would be occurred. There was no

signilicant deflection of wall during eonstmetion. During constmetion period monitoring

of works are shown in Fig. 4.8.
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Fig. 4.8 Construction work progrcsscs with sand filling and compaction and placing of

blocks

4.8 MONITORING OF TIlE WALL AFTER CONSTRUCTION

Aftcr construction work completed the wall was always checked whether there were any

failure or deflection observed. Again due to season change fault may also arise in the

vertical wall of facing block. During rainy season concrete block may absorb water from

thc surrounding arca and also from rainwater, which falls on the top of filling portion,

may be stacked due to lack of drainage facility. If this problem arises than the vertical
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wall may move outward with the result of failure. The rainy season is already passed but

such type of problem is not yet seen in the project site. Existing column of the building in

the east side, which was nearest to the wall, was used as reference point for collecting

horizontal distance of wall. This reference column was marked so that deflection data of

the wall can be taken easily in different time. Every month after completion of

construction work, distance of wall data was collected by using this reference point. The

horizontal distance of the wall from different reference column for each month are given

in the Table 4.1. and FigA.9. Then analysis of deflection data is shown in Table 4.2 and

Fig. 4.10 and also reference point are shown in another FigA.IO.

Table 4.1 Horizontal distances of the walls from reference point at different date.

olumn
to

Block
face
40'- 4"

29thjuly 2003(12.2957)

Distance from respective column
olumn BColumn olumn olumn Column I' olumn
to Cto Dto Eto to to
nchor lock lock ace Block lock Block
late face face inner face face
39'.3" 38'.3" (11.36'. 9" (11.33'. 9" (10.31'.10" (9.30'. 8"
(11.9665m) 6616m) 204m) 2896m) 70427m) (9.3506m)

25thAugust40'.4" 39'. 3" 38'.3" (11.36'.9" (11.33'.9" (10.31 '. 10" (9.30'.8"
2003(12.2957) (11.9665m) 6616m) 204m)2896m) 70427m) (9.3506m)

40'.4" 39'.3" 38'.3" (11.36'. 9" (11.33'. 9" (10.31'.10" (9.30'. 8"
24'"Sept2003(12.2957) (11.9665m) 6616m)" 204m)2896m) 70427m) (9.3506m)

40'.4" 39'.3" 38'.3" (11.36'.9" (11. 33'.9" (10.31 '. 10" (9.30'.8"
17thOet2003(12.2957) (11.9665m) 6616m)"204m) 2896m) 70427m) (9.3506m)

40'. 4" 39'. 3" 38'. 4" (11.36'. 10"(11.33'.10"(10.31'. 11" (9.30'. 8"
31st Dec2003(12.2957) (11.9665m) 686m) 229m) 314m) 7292m) (9.3506m)

40'.4" 39'.3" 38'.4" (11.36'. 10"(11.33'.10"(10.31'. 11" (9.30'.8"
21stJaI12004(12.2957) (11.9665m) 686m) 229m) 314m) 7292m) (9.3506m)
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Table 4. 2. Deflection data of the retaining wall for different date

ColumnA Column B Column C Column D Column E Column F Column G
diflection diflection diflection difleclion diflection diflection diflection
(mm)wrt. (mm)wrt. (mm)wrt. (mm) wrt. (mm)wrt. (mm)wrt. (mm)wrl.
1st date 1st date 1st date 1st date 1st date 1st date 1st date

29th- july-
03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25th-
August-03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24th- Sept-
03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17th- Oct-
03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

31st-Dec-03 0 0 25 25 25 25 0

21st-Jan-04 0 0 25 25 25 25 0
26tht-Feb-
04 0 0 25 25 25 25 0
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Fig. 4.11 Deflection of Retaining Walls at different location for different date
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Chapter Five

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 CONCLUSIONS
The main objective of this case study was to select a particular type of retaining wall

from the existing different types of retaining walls commonly employed elsewhere.

To select this particular type of wall at first it was necessary to study different types of

walls with design procedures and construction details. Among them R.C cantilever

wall, anchored earth wall, metal strip walls and geotextile reinforccd walls were

designcd for the required height of 4.25 m and then a cost comparison was also made

on the basis of PWD schedule of the year 2003 to takc a particular type of wall in the

selected site to continue the case study.

After making cost comparison of the four types of wall, anchored earth wall was

found more economical and therefore preferable. Moreover, all component materials

of anchored earth wall are available in the local market. Construction work of

anchorcd carth wall is also an casicr task. So it was finally decidcd to implcment the

anchored earth wall in the selccted site.

On the other hand, existing foundation soil was so soft alluvial deposit that settlement

of this soil due to backfilling materials was very large. Also bearing capacity of this

foundation soil was found to be so poor that it was not sufficient to carry the load of

backfilling sand. Therefore, at first foundation soil was improved by inserting precast

micro pilcs and thcn a geotextile mattrcss was used on the top of pile instead of

concrctc pile cap. From plate load test it was seen that this improvcmcnt system

worked well. Moreover, after completion of wall construction there was no sign of

significant vertical deformation of top surfacc of backfill.

The construction of this type of vertical wall in this project was the first time in

Bangladesh. However, thc wall was constructed easily by involving the local labors

under the supervision of local engineer. Deflection measurement of the wall face

proved that post construction performance of anchored earth wall was good enough to

give confidence to Bangladeshi Engineers. Thus it can be concluded that anchored

earth wall can be constructed easily and economically by local labours and using the

materials available in the local market.
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5.2 RECOMMENDA nONS FOR FUTURE STUDY

Aftcr complction of thc project, recommcndations for future study might be

summarized as follows:

I. This case study was carried on the edge of a property line. So the reinforced

earth wall was subjected to only static load. Another research project can be

formulated by considering dynamic loading on retained earth and reinforced

earth. An existing road can be broadened using anchored earth wall and post

construction performance of the wall can also be studied.

ii. Pullout test of reinforcements can be performed in order to compare the

theoretically estimated anchor block capacity with the actual data.

Ill. Lateral earth pressure actually mobilised on the facing units may be

monitored by using pressure cells or scnsors in the facing blocks.
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C,m S.P.T. Ao,erage Surface Skin Fric~on Friction Bearing

depth
S.P.T. Value N. S.P.T. Cu=qW2".125 sion Area [n Area [n 03=Acu IF.S. Qa:::AcuIF.S. Capacity For Precast

fN-1S\l2 r<1 factor Pile (Sft) Pile ISftl T,f T,f Oa=NccuablF.S--- ft 00 00 00 Ton/sit '" " Too Too Tons Tons

0 15,00 0 0 0 0.000 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0 20.00 2 2 2 , 0.125 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.25, 25,00 6 6 6 0,375 0.95 13.33 13.33 2.38 2.38 0.75 3.13
-5- 30.00 2 2 2 , 0.125 1 13.33 26.67 0.83 321 0.25 3.48-,- 35.00 1 1 1 • 0,063 1 13.33 40.00 0.42 3.63 0.13 3.15
-

I-T,3;~3,_ 0.255 40.00 2 2 2 0.125 1 13.33 0.83 4.46 4.71
-5- "45:00-: 3, j 3 , 0.188 1 13-:-33- 66.67 I 1'":25 I 5:71 -I 0:38 •..os
;-1"0";1' ,- i'G- .. - - .. -

6 I 0.375 0.95 13.33 80.00 2.38 6,83 5.33 12.17

~_~.=t.~.=._'-i-=j==~+--: ; ___ 1___ --+
--- ------

orroc 0 Cohe Surface 00"' i\lIOW3UIO 10ldi ;:I1I1n F\llowall[e erid A1[owablo
C,m S,P.T. A~rage OJCohesbn Surface Skin Friction Friction Bearing load

S.P.T. slon Area In
depth Value N. S.P.T, "'''''''.''' Area In oa.~.iF"S. oa:::~~flF.S. Capacity

•~.;"n '"
factor Pilo(Sft)

1 P""", n•• For Precast

ft 00 "" 00 Ton (sit " 1ft Too Too Tons Tons

0 15.00 0 0 0 0.000 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00, 20.00 2 2 0 , 0.000 1 13.33 13.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00, 25.00 2 2 2 0.125 1 13.33 26.67 0.83 0.83 0.25 1.08, 30.00 2 2 2 , 0.125 1 13.33 40.00 0.83 1.67 0.25 U2, 3500 3 3 3 , 0.188 1 13,33 53.33 1.25 2.92 0.36 3.21, 40.00 ~':-~'I'~~'~i~~~,=-'j.~~~-:~~l.=~;i~~=1~%18;+I,~~~,~=
66.67 2.48 5.40 0.86 8.27

-
=~~~o~=t:=-~~8r-=~~~.=(~.3 ~-=:1:~~=-~~~~~E=--=_. --, 45.00 1 1.23

."'" 5000 -; 12.35, 93.33 3.00 11.23. 1.13
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depth S.P.T.

Correctod
S.P.T, A~rage

Value N. S.P.T.
(N.15)12

CuCohosion

Cohe
sian

factor

Surface
Area In

Pi[e(SR)

Tolal
Surface
hea [n

Pile (Sft)

A1[owable Total Skin Allowable End PlT"owable
load

Skin Friction Fric~on Bearing
Oa=Acu IF.S Oa:::AcuIF.S. Capacity For Precast

Tsf Tsf Oa:::NcClJablF.S.

00 TonsIt no no
a 15.00 a a
a 20.00 1 1
5 25.00 2 2
5 30,00 2 2
5 35,00 2 2
5 40.00 2 2

. ~ 't ;~:~~ 1 1
6
3'''': _. 1

6
3

KpIsft 51!
a 0.000 1 0.00
a I 0.000 1 0.00
2 I 0.125 1 13.33
2 I 0.125 1 13.33
2 '0.125 1 13.33

'I "'''-1:3 ..-,-I-~~:~H:':''~+-ri~h-;.~,ii~:i-

sft Ton Ton Tons
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
13.33 0.83 0.83 0.25 1.08
26.67 0.83 1,67 0.25 1.12
40.00 0.83 2.50 0.25 2.75
53.33 0.83 3.33 0.25 3.58
66.67 " I .". " 2.131" " ..5.46'"'''' i .....".0:75 - ._..- 8,21-"..

--8o~o'6--i"'''--4.06-.'- i--'9':52--+--"-"1".63-'--" -,. 11.15

110
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Com
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0.00
1.08
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U9
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load

Allowable
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For Precasl

For Precasl

Tons
0.00

'_54

'_M
3.17
4.54
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BH NO-8

""~:llad e
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0.00
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11.71
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0.00
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0.50
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0.63
1.63
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0.00
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Bearing
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Too
0.00
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2.08
2.92
4.11
6.15
1021
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0.00
0.63
3.33
5,61

6,65
7,90

11,06

Too
0.00
0.42
1.67
0.63
1.25
1.9B

4.06

Ton Ton
0.00 0.00
0.42 0.42
1,25 1.67
2.08 3.75
1.67 5.42
1.98 7.40
3.19 10.58

Too
0,00

0.63
2,50
2.46
0.63
1.25
3.19

Allowable Total Skin Allowable End
Skin Friction Friction Bearing
Qa"Acu IF.S. Qa::ku IF.S. Capacity

Tsl Tsf Qa::NccuablF.S

Allowable Total Skin
Skin FricUon FricUon
Qa:Acu IF.5. Qa::AcuIF.S.

Tsl Tsl

Allowable Tolal Skin
Skin Friclion Friclion
Qa=AcuIF.S. Qa"Acu IF.S.

Tsf Tsl

Allowable Tolal Skin
Skin Friction Frlcbon
QazAcu IF.S. Qa'"Acu IF.S.

Tsl Tsl

,n
0.00
13.33
26.67
40.00
53,33
66.67
80.00

,n
0.00
13.33
26,67
40.00
53.33
66.67
80.00
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13.33
26.67
40.00
53.33
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Surface
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Pile (Sft)
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Surface
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TOlal
Surface
Nealn
Pile (Sft)
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Surface
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Pile (8ft)

,n
0.00
13.33
13.33
13.33
13.33

13.33
13.33

,n
0.00
13.33
13.33
13.33
13.33
13,33
13.33

"0.00
13.33
13.33
13.33
13.33
13.33
13.33

Surface
Nealn

Pile (SR)

Surface
Nea In

Pile (Sft)

Surface
Healn

Pile (5ft)
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1
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eoh,
slon

factor

eohe
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faclor
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1
1

I 0.95
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Cohe
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Kplsfl

0.000 1
0.125 1

I 0.375 1
t OA38 0,85

~,.. ~:~~;,.-~
r-'O~56-:i '1 0.65

no Kp /sf!
a 0.000
1 I 0.063
3 0,168
5 0.313
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10'.313-5 ...j,,,.." ..
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no Ton Isft
a 0.000
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00
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Correcled
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Value N. S.P.T. C=qul2-.125N sian ~ea In
(N.15Y2 f2 factor Pile (SR)

Correcled
S.P.T. AlJerage

Value N. S.P.T.
(N.15Y2

Corrected
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Value N. S.P.T.
(N.15Y2

Corrcclcd
S.P.T. A~rage

value N. S.P,T.
(N-15Y2
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2

"7
2
3
9

C,m
depth S,P.T.

Cum SP.T.
depth

f1 no

2000 1
25,00 I
30,00 3
35.00 5
40,00 -I
45.00 5
50.00 9

C,m
depth S.P .T.

n
20,00

25.00
30,00
35,00
40,00

45.00
50,00

n "'o 20,00 1
5 25,00 1
5 30.00 4
5 35.00 2
5 40,00 3
5 45.00 5
5 50,00 13

.

o,,,,,,

o,,,,,,

0.00
0.63
0.36
0.50
0.63
12'.... 125 ".~,~..

1.63 - .

Tons
0.00

2.11

3.71

5."
7.'"
11.58_ •.
14.110 _ ..-
19,33

BH NO.g

TonsKp isH sf! sft Ton Ton
2 0 0.000 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
55! 0.313 1 13.33 13.33 2.06 2.08
3 3' 0.188 1 13.33 26.67 1.25 3.33
4 4 0.250 1 13.33 40.00 1.67 5.00
5 5 0.313 0.95 13.33 53.33 1.98 6.9B
10 10 0.625 0.6 13.33 66.67 3.33 10.31',°
3
,':,jI'." 10''''; 0.625 ',-0'.8" .1,33..3333,..,.:.-8903..0303~'i' .. ':~34..3036 , ",3.65._.. ;
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n 00

o 20.00 ••
5 25.00 5
5 JO,OO 3
5 35.00 4
5 40.00 ';

5 45.00 9

, 150.00, 10 I
5 55,00 I 13
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Surface
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Surface
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0.00

2.17
3.29
4.00

'-83
•._II.,!! __

13.75 ._-
11.31

111

no no Kp Isft sft sf( Ton Ton Tons
2 0 0.000 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 4 I 0.250 1 13.33 13.33 1.67 1.67 0.50
3 3 I 0.188 1 13.33 26.67 1.25 2.92 0.38
2 2 0.125 1 13.33 40.00 0.63 3.75 025
2 2 I 0.125 1 13.33 5333 0.83 4.58 025
10 10-+ 0625 08 1333__ 6667_ 3.33 7.92 125 __~:-,i'~::.,;--~:~:-.-=1'~:5i ~~~~-1'-:~ ~~..+. ""j~~f~.:~1=-12~OO-1---~:.:7( .
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